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COMFORT&DESIGN

Join the Movement!
Ask about our new custom motion programs
including our new power tilt headrests at the
High Point Market or call Omnia for more
information.
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Walks Every
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individuality with Omnia’s Personalized
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AMERICAN MADE

Proudly manufactured in California.
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With U.S. and Imported Materials
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EDITOR’S CORNER

Sitting on the fulcrum
a changing industry

S

ome days I come to work believing
that not much has changed in our
industry over the past 25 years.
Manufacturers sell products that look
a bit like they always have. Retailers buy
stock, advertise price, sell and deliver.
Personal relationships endure. Furniture
Shows arrive with endless repetition... and,
I'm still sitting at the same desk!
Other mornings, like this one, the world
seems full of possibilities. As I proof read
the articles in this issue, digest their content (for the fifth time), I see that most all
of this edition's editorial content points to
the fact that the furniture business sits at
or near a tipping point.
It's hard to deny that we are on the cusp
of generational change that is fundamentally altering the nature of our industry's
workforce and customers. Supply chain
automation is poised to take a quantum
leap forward, moving products faster,
smarter and more efficiently. Business
intelligence and artificial intelligence
advances promise to send intuitive financial, marketing and operations decision
making the way of the passenger pigeon.
And, we may see companies like Apple
and Google force evolutionary change
on this slow moving industry, introducing
'smart' furniture into the retail mix.
Depending on your age, talents and
degree of positivity, it's enough to instill
wonder or anxiety. As always, I encourage
you to share your thoughts.
Russell Bienenstock
Editorial Director/CEO
russ@furninfo.com
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POINT-COUNTERPOINT

B

ill thinks this
promising
demographic
target is being
over-hyped by
marketers who
don’t know what
they are talking
about. Ed isn’t
so sure!

8

by Bill Napier & Ed Tashjian

everyone wants you to think and
believe. The old adage – “Strength
in Numbers” does not apply to
this generation… yet. The reason
we get bombarded with Millennial
misinformation is simple. Someone
wants to sell us something; most
likely a service to help us sell more
to Millennials.
Whenever I get these emails,
mostly from marketers, I wonder
how they become marketers when
they don’t know what they are
talking about? It's my view that it
exemplifies the arrogance of ignoPoint: Bill Napier
rance.
Before I present the FACTS,
Daily I get some sort of propaganda Info-Graphic that provides please know I understand that the
information about how and why people who send this information
everyone should be marketing to have jobs to do. Their jobs as
Millennials. When I see this sales marketers are to inspire, motivate
and marketing propaganda, I and engage their audience to
must wonder if the people who “buy something”. It’s my job as
write this trash have ever done well, one I’ve been doing for over
their homework on this 77 million 30 years… so I get it. The difference is, I always include the downstrong demographic group.
side
of marketing to Millennials,
My answer is a resounding NO
and it’s time marketers adjusted without pulling punches!
their thinking to a reality based
strategy, vs. the fictional stuff So, here are the facts. I’ll write and

Editor’s Note: Now Furniture
World has it's own point/counterpoint duo, Bill Napier and Ed
Tashjian who join historic Point
Counterpoint editorial teams such
as Shana Alexander and James J.
Kilpatrick of CBS' "60 Minutes" and
their mirror images Jane Curtin
and Dan Aykroyd of SNL. This is
their second installment, having
debated celebrity licensing in the
January/February 2017 edition.
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RETAIL OPINION

“Not
only
aren'
t
Millennials
saving any money, they are actually spending a
good bit more than they are earning every month."
you decide.
Millennials seem at first glance to
be a promising target demographic
of 77,000,000 potential consumers that may buy your products and
services, right?
MOSTLY WRONG, here’s why;

Everyone writes that this generation is the key HOPE for retail. Here
are some interesting facts to get
your head straight on this subject.
Have you heard? Millennials
have the worst credit scores of any
generation. The data point plays

Chart #1: Millennials Living At Home
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16 Dismal Facts

1.

Percent of 18-34 Year Olds Living With At Least One Relative
New England States

well with one of Americans’ favorite pastimes: discussing the dismal
state of the nation’s youngest consumers.
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The average 19 to 34-yearold has a credit score of 625,
but it’s 650 for Gen X (35-49), 709
for baby boomers and the Greatest
Generation (together, those generations include everyone older than
50). The national average is 667.
The data comes from credit bureau
Experian, a company that uses
the VantageScore 3.0 credit score
range, from 300 to 850.
What that means is that financing
purchases is more expensive for
Millennials.

2.

The current savings rate for
Millennials is negative two
percent. Yes, you read that correctly. Not only aren’t Millennials
saving any money, they are actually
spending a good bit more than
they earn every month.

3.

A survey conducted earlier
this year found that 47 percent of all Millennials are using at
least half of their paychecks to pay
off debt.

4.

For U.S. households headed up by someone under
the age of 40, average wealth is
still about 30 percent below where
it was back in 2007.
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5.

In 2005, the homeownership rate for U.S. households
headed up by someone under the
age of 35 was approximately 43
percent. Today, it is sitting at about
36 percent.

7.

9.

At this point, the top 0.1 perOnly about one out of every
cent of all Americans have
five 27-year-olds owns a
about as much wealth as the bot- home at this point, and an astoundtom 90 percent of all Americans ing 80 percent of all 27-year-olds
combined. Needless to say, there are paying off debt.
aren’t very many Millennials in that
In 2013, the ratio of what
top 0.1 percent.
men in the 18 to 29 yearOne recent survey discovered that an astounding
Since 2008, close to 40 old age bracket earned, compared
31.1 percent of all U.S. adults in
percent of all 27-year-olds to the amount the general poputhe 18 to 34 years old are currently have spent at least some time lation earned reached an all-time
low.
living with their parents.
unemployed.

6.
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POINT-COUNTERPOINT
11.

Back in the year 2000,
80 percent of all men in
their late twenties had a full-time
job. Today, only 65 percent do.

12.

In 2012, one study found
that U.S. families whose
head of household was under the
age of 30 had a poverty rate of 37
percent.

dependent on their parents.

U.S. student loan debt

15.

• 44.2 million Americans have
student loan debt

16.

• The average monthly student
loan payment (for borrower
aged 20 to 30 years): $351

In 1994, less than half
of all college graduates
left school with student loan debt.
Today, it is over 70 percent.

At this point, student loan
debt has hit a grand total
of 1.2 trillion dollars in the United
States. That number has grown by
Another study released about 84 percent just since 2008.
back in 2011 discov- It is now at $1.4 Trillion dollars as
ered that U.S. households led by of Q4 2016.
someone 65 years of age or older
That equates to 44,000,000
are 47 times wealthier than U.S. people that owe an average of
households led by someone 35 $36,172.00
years of age or younger.
• According to the WSJ - More
Than 40% of sudent borrowers
Two years after graduaren’t making payments
ating from college, half
of all graduates are still financially • There is $1.28 trillion in total

13.
14.

• The student loan delinquency
rate of 11.0%

• The median monthly student
loan payment (for borrower
aged 20 to 30 years) is $203
• According to the Pew Research
Center, nearly four out of every
ten U.S. households that are
led by someone under the age
of 40 are currently paying off
student loan debt.
• In 2008, approximately 29 million Americans were paying off

Spending on Household Furnishings in Billions

Billions in USD 2015

These three generations are approximately equal in size
but boomers have 30% more furniture purchasing power.
$36
$34
$32
$30
$28
$26
$24
$22
$20
$18
$16

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $35.0 ------------$31.8 --------------------------$27.0 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

“Since 2005, student loan debt
burdens have exploded while
salaries for young college graduates
have actually declined.”

Source: Tashjian Marketing
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RETAIL OPINION

“Lumping
Millennials
together as if they were a homogeneous segment, and
suggesting that Furniture World readers plan for the past
instead of the future are two major logical errors.”
marketing person, or whomever the late 1970s, or haven’t been
tells you that you must divert your watching SNL re-runs on their parmarketing funds to this generation ents’ sofas (see chart on page 10),
as a whole, take a walk back and Ed Tashjian initiates his reply to
• Since 2005, student loan debt
re-read
these facts and maybe edu- Bill Napier on the following page
burdens have absolutely explodcate
all
concerned.
by referencing a popular Point /
ed while salaries for young
Counterpoint
“Weekend Update”
No one does facts anymore,
college graduates have actually
everyone works off perception and skit featuring Dan Aykroyd and
declined.
emotion in their decision making Jane Curtin.*
I’m not bashing Millennials here. and to me, that’s very sad and it
The problems they face are based defines the arrogance of ignorance.
ill you ignorant slut*! Let’s
on false-promises and propaganstart with some common
da made to them by their parents,
ground. While each of the
schools, government and more.
Counterpoint: Ed Tashjian
generational segments are
Perception propaganda is what I
approximately equal in terms of
call it.
size, boomers do in fact have
Editor's note: For our Millennial
30% more purchasing power. But,
They were led to believe that it readers who weren’t alive in
was essential to get a college education to succeed in today’s workUpscale Millennials
They comprise 26.83% of their generation
place, but it was a false promise.
with a median liquid wealth of $157,500
If everyone has a college degree,
what might a college degree be
100% ---------------------------------------worth? The same holds true on the
Over $100,000
90% ---------------------------------------subject of pay. If everyone is paid
80% ---------------------------------------$75,000 - $100,000
$1,000,000, what would a loaf of
70% ---------------------------------------bread cost?
$50,000 - $75,000
60% ---------------------------------------So, it's not their fault. I have
50% ---------------------------------------three Millennial children and can
$25,000 to $50,000
40% ---------------------------------------say that as a group this generation
30% ---------------------------------------deserves respect for their attitudes
20% ---------------------------------------and accomplishments. But this isn't
Less Than $25,000
10% ---------------------------------------an argument about the intrinsic
0% ---------------------------------------value of people, it’s a blog about
Source: Neilson POP-FACTS 2015
substance. So when an agency,
student loan debt. Today, that
number has ballooned to 40
million.

B

"Only about one
out of every five
27-year-olds owns
a home, and an
astounding 80
percent of all
27-year-olds are
paying off debt."
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COUNTERPOINT - ED

according to a leading furniture
trade magazine, the Millennials will
still spend $27B on furniture this
year. That’s a pretty sizable market
that can’t be ignored.
While many of your facts are
correct, you may be missing the
larger issue. One of the beautiful
things about the home furnishings business is that humans will
always need a place to sleep, a
place to eat and a place to sit and
watch entertainment. That is why
so many investment capitalists buy
furniture companies— Because it’s
$100B+ evergreen business that
isn’t affected by technology or cultural change.
I have two major issues with your
logic: the first is that you lump all
Millennial’s together as if they were
a homogeneous segment. The second is you suggest that Furniture
World readers plan for the past
instead of the future.
As it turns out, like every other
demographic, there is little about
the Millennial age cohort that
makes people alike. While it may
not be effective to market furniture
to the underachieving reprobate
living in his mother’s basement,
upscale Millennial’s—those making more than $75,000 a year,
comprise more than a quarter of
all Millennial’s, and they’re excellent consumers. When you look
at that in the perspective of what
16

demographers called DINKs (Dual
Income, No Kids) and HENRY’s
(High Earners Not Rich Yet), there
is a large pocket of Millennial’s
that is extremely worthwhile, who
can be targeted Geo demographically and behaviorally with digital media rather than targeting
them generationally. Only the most
lazy marketer would market to a
generation without segmenting it.
Different channels and different
messages for different markets has
always been the way to go.
With immigration adding more
numbers to its group than any
other, the Millennial population
is projected to peak in 2036 at
81.1 million. Thereafter the oldest
Millennial will be at least 56 years
of age and mortality is projected to
outweigh net immigration. By 2050
there will be a projected 79.2 million Millennials.
Further, Millennials are the most
diverse generation in history. Barely
half (55 percent) are non-Hispanic
and white meaning the remaining
45 percent are racial or ethnic
minorities. By comparison, 39 percent of Generation X, 27 percent of
Baby Boomers and just 17 percent
of the Silent Generation identify as
Hispanic and/or a race other than
white. As diverse as Millennials are,
they are likely to be the last generation in which most individuals
are non-Hispanic and white since

future generations will be more
racially and ethnically diverse. To
put them all in the same pot and
call them homogeneous is misleading.
My final point is that the present is fleeting and you cannot
live in the past. The metaphor
I use to explain this is hunting
ducks. Everyone knows if you shoot
behind the duck you will miss it.
What most people don’t know, is
that if you shoot at the duck you
will also miss it because by the time
the shot arrives, the duck won’t be
in the same place anymore. You
need to lead the duck. The same

"While it may not be
effective to market
furniture to the underachieving reprobate
living in his mother’s
basement, Upscale
Millennials comprise
more than a quarter
of all Millennial’s."
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STOP BY AND SEE OUR BRAND NEW RACHAEL RAY COLLECTION THIS MARKET!

In partnership with Craftmaster Upholstery and Legacy Classic

SOHO

•14 living room groups and
over 25 accent pieces
•Three cohesive upholstery and case
goods collections
•Rachael Ray has over 31 million
monthly talk show viewers, 5.2
million monthly magazine readers,
3.6 million Twitter and 2 million
Facebook followers!
•Over 200 markets nationally

UPSTATE

•Cross branding opportunities
supported by strong POS & digital

HIGHLINE

Life • Home • Comfort

HIGH POINT SHOWROOM
2622 Uwharrie Rd.

cmfurniture.com | PO Box 759, Taylorsville, NC 28681
e: info@cmfurniture.com | p: 828.632.9786 | f: 828.632.0301
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Why Millennials Matter

Millennials have surpassed Baby Boomers
as the nation's largest living generation

80 --------------------------------------------70 --------------------------------------------60 --------------------------------------------50 --------------------------------------------40 --------------------------------------------30 --------------------------------------------2015

Millennials

2028

Boomers

2036

Source: Pew Research Center

Population in Millions

90 ---------------------------------------------

"There’s an Armenian aphorism that
asks the question, “when is the best
time to plant an orchard?” The
answer is always, five years ago
because that’s how long it takes
before the tree will bear fruit."

Gen X

is Managing Partner of Napier
Marketing Group. He has been the
chief marketing officer of several
small, medium and large companies throughout his career, most
notably Ashley Furniture Industries
Inc.
Bill is also a featured writer and
speaker in the retail industry. His
passion is to help retail brands &
brick mortar retailers grow their
businesses by creating, guiding
and deploying successful marketing B2B/B2C solutions integrating
traditional marketing with the web/
social
media. He has demonstrated
About Bill Napier: Bill Napier

thing is true in marketing. While
Millennial’s may not be the prime
target now, in less than five years
they will be. There’s an Armenian
aphorism that asks the question,
“when is the best time to plant an
orchard?” The answer is always,
five years ago—because that’s how
long it takes before the tree will
bear fruit. It is wise for marketers
to look to the future, and to mix
metaphors, get their ducks in a row
now so they will be prepared. Dig
your well before you’re thirsty.

this with his FREE website www.
social4retail.com with hundreds of
articles and “how To” strategies for
retailers and brands. Bill can be
reached at; billnapier@napiermkt.
com or 612-217-1297.
About Ed Tashjian: Ed Tashjian
is Principal of Tashjian Marketing,
a strategic marketing and business development consulting firm
based in Hickory, NC specializing
in the home furnishing’s industry. Get more information at www.
Tashjianmarketing.com or call
(828) 855-0100.

Sustainable Furnishings Council

Over 10 years of helping home furnishings companies to
reduce their environmental footprints, and shoppers to
furnish healthy homes.

Shop SFC member companies. They have made a
verifiable commitment to sustainability. Find hundreds
of resources at www.sustainablefurnishings.org.
18
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RETAIL OPERATIONS

INVESTING IN RETAIL
RUNNING THE NUMBERS ON POTENTIAL INVESTMENTS

W

hich
retail
opportunities
should you invest
in to get the
greatest return?
How do you know
if you will be able
to cover the
associated costs?

by David McMahon

Investing in your retail business
requires that you make important decisions involving risk. That’s
why it’s wise to evaluate risks and
potential returns to see how various investments might affect your
bottom line.
I recently visited retailer, "XYZ
Furniture" whose goal was to jump
start store sales. Management was
considering hiring a digital media
manager and adding additional
salespeople. At the same time, they
were looking at options to expand
the store's inventory. The purpose
of the added investments was:
• Increase digital and in-store
traffic.
• Add salespeople to engage
the increased level of customer
visits.
• Boost product selection to
entice customers to buy.
I believed they were on the
right track. After all, businesses
are like trees, they either grow or
die. Where this business needed
help was deciding which payroll
investments made the best business sense. Like this business you
may be considering hiring a new

20

employee, adopting an emerging
technology, expanding inventory,
or other possibilities.
It's a rare opportunity that can
produce a return on investment
immediately, and some never produce returns period. So, it is helpful
to run some numbers to estimate
how much more you will need to
sell to cover the costs of investing
and preserve profits.
It may not be intuitive, but different types of costs (fixed costs,
variable costs, and inventory costs)
require different sales increases to
insure that profits and cash flow
are preserved.

“It may not be intuitive,
but different types of
costs require different
sales increases to insure
that profits and cash flow
are preserved.”
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“What
sales
volume
is desired for an increase in inventory? Inventory is an asset, not a variable or fixed
expense with hidden costs. One measure to use is Sales Return on Investment.”
Fixed Costs
Fixed costs are incurred regardless of whether sales go up or
down. Let's first look at "XYZ
Furniture's" plan to add a digital media manager. This employee will be tasked with managing
the company's AdWords, email
marketing, Facebook ads, tweets,
website content updates, online
video content, and a host of other
activities geared toward bridging
the gap between the online and
offline worlds. Let’s say the starting
salary, a new fixed cost for the
business, will be set at $50,000
per year. For this example we will
assume that this is the “all in” cost
for the employee including taxes,
benefits, travel, etc. So, how much
sales volume will this employee
need to add to the top line to justify
the $50,000 fixed investment? We
can use the following formula to
answer this question.
Break-even Sales = Annual
New Fixed Cost / [(Total Annual
Sales – Total Annual Variable
Expense) / Sales]
Please note that the portion of
this formula [(Total Annual Sales
– Total Annual Variable Expense)
/ Sales] is also known as the
Contribution Margin or CM. It
is the percent of profit a retailer
adds out of each sales dollar after
22

break-even sales volume has been
achieved.
We already know what the
new fixed expense is $50,000.
For this example let's assume that
sales for the past 12 months were
$5,000,000. The next step is to
calculate total annual variable
expenses. A variable expense is
defined as one that is incurred as
the result of a sale. Let’s suppose
this retailer puts landed cost of
goods sold, sales commissions,
credit card fees, and finance fees
in the variable expense category.
With this information in hand, we
can do the following calculations:

1.

Cost of Goods Sold (at
a 50% gross margin) =
$5,000,000 x .5 = $2,500,000

2.

Sales commissions (at an
average of 7% commissions) = $5,000,000 x .07 =
$350,000

3.

Credit card and finance
fees (at an average of 3%)
= $5,000,000 x .03 = $150,000

4.

Total Variable Expense =
$2,500,000 + 350,000 +
$150,000 = $3,000,000
Now, we have enough information to determine the sales needed
to cover the cost of the digital
media hire using the formula:

Sales Need To Cover Fixed
Expense = Annual Fixed
Cost / Contribution Margin
= $50,000 / [($5,000,000 $3,000,000)/$5,000,000] =
$50,000 / .40 = $125,000
So, by taking their fixed costs
and dividing it by their CM, we see
that a $125,000 increase in sales
is needed to cover the cost of the
new employee. If new sales volume
grows to $5,125,000, their profit
and cash flow will not be impacted
significantly by the expense.
When considering adding any
new cost it is a good idea to go
through this type of calculation. It
forces managers to think of how
an investment cost adds value. In
the example (above) of hiring a
digital media manager, the calculation reveals that she will pay for
herself if she can produce enough
additional traffic to grow annual
sales volume to $5,125,000.

Variable Costs
What if the costs this retailer
added would only be incurred
after a sale resulted? In other
words, they would be Variable
Costs.
Suppose they add a commissioned salesperson that will cost
the company $50,000 per year in
commissions. How much volume
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would they need to add without
the addition negatively impacting
profit?
The answer is $0, provided the
average commission rate holds
constant. With a 100% variable
expense there isn’t a fixed increase
and the expense is just part of the
CM%. Zero divided by anything is
zero.
In the real world, however, with
an expense such as adding a commissioned salesperson, there is a
combination of fixed and variable
expenses incurred. It takes time to
get the salesperson up to speed, as
well as training and payroll costs
that should be calculated as a fixed
expense increase.
And, performance with customer opportunities is critical. There
could be hidden costs. If the new
salesperson is not as effective with
customers and produces a lower
revenue per opportunity, the com-

pany may actually not realize the
same volume when compared with
a more effective person. However,
if they add a salesperson at the
right time, and get them trained
properly to produce, they are easily
the least costly employees to bring
on.
Some people ask me, “If a business adds an additional salesperson, don’t they need more traffic?”
Maybe, maybe not. I will say that I
have seldom seen a top writer hurt
by adding additional salespeople.
My advice: make variable expense
employees as effective as possible
and grow in this area. It is the only
way to expand brick and mortar
volume without adding additional
store units.

Inventory Costs
What about an expansion of
Inventory Costs? If you think that

5% OFF

furniture tags and signs
See them all at...
www.signs4retail.com
or call 1.800.346.8116
Enter Promo Code FWORLD5
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cost of goods is a variable expense,
and that inventory expansions will
have little effect on hurting the bottom line provided there are some
extra sales, you are wrong.
Cost of goods or inventory cost
is not a variable expense. Cost of
goods SOLD, is a variable expense.
Unlike a service, there is an average holding period with inventory.
If you have 3.5 turns per year,
the average holding period before
inventory is expensed would be
104 days (365 days / 3.5 turns).
During these 104 days, carrying
costs are incurred such as warehousing, damages, cost of people,
and cost of money. Don’t fall into
the trap of considering inventory as
a variable expense. Expand only
when inventory levels and sales
volume capacities dictate.
So, what sales volume is desired
for an increase in inventory?
Inventory is an asset, not a variable

“So, by taking their fixed
costs and dividing by
their CM, we see that a
$125,000 increase in
sales is needed to
cover the cost of the
new employee.”
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or fixed expense with hidden costs.
For these reasons, the formula
is not as exacting as for a 100%
fixed or variable expense. One
measure to use is Sales Return on
Investment.
Sales ROI = Sales / Inventory
Let’s run the calculation assuming that preservation of sales return
on inventory is the goal. Suppose
a retailer is considering expanding
inventory by $100,000. Before
the expansion inventory averaged
$715,000 at landed cost.
When we plug these values into
the Sales Return on Investment
formula, the calculation yields the
result: $5,000,000 / $715,000
= $7.
This tells us that seven dollars
in sales would result from every
dollar of new inventory invested. To achieve the same ROI in
terms of sales, provided margins
stay constant, we would calculate:
$100,000 in new inventory x $7 =
$700,000 in additional sales.

Assuming this occurred and the
retailer in this example was above
its break-even point, and holding
other costs constant, the $700,000
increase would produce $280,000
in profit dollars ($700,000 x 40%
Contribution Margin). In terms of
cash flow, in this example they
would put out $100,000, but
recapture $280,000 over the period of a year. The net would be
$180,000 cash in a year (without adding holding costs). If they
wished to compromise overall
sales ROA they could even justify
the inventory expansion on less
sales volume due to being over
break-even. A caveat, oftentimes
inventory expansions come with at
least initial fixed cost outlays, so
don’t forget to consider the sales
required to cover those costs.

Conclusion
The one certain constant in business is change. It’s important to
continually look to new areas of
investment. Be sure to look at the

type of expense and work through
the calculations. You will get a
better understanding for planning
purposes regarding the level of
sales needed to cover costs. You
will increase your odds of making
your decisions pay off.
By the way, after doing the
above calculations, "XYZ Furniture"
decided on doing all the above.
In phases, they added two additional commissioned salespeople,
one digital media manager, and
expanded their inventory line-up.
They are generating enough sales
to cover and have added extra
profit dollars for their business.
About David McMahon: David
McMahon, CSCP, CMA, EA
is Vice President of Consulting
and Performance group at
PROFITsystems, a HighJump
Company. He holds professional
certifications as a Certified Supply
Chain Professional and a Certified
Management Accountant. He can
be reached at david.mcmahon@
highjump.com.

“The Best Overall Resource For
Mattress Sales Professionals!”
by David Benbow.

291 pages of sales boosting power.
Get It At.... http://www.bedsellersmanual.com
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HARD SHOPPING QUESTIONS

HIGH POINT

A

true retail
partner
will offer
initiatives
and programs to
help you SELL!
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by Gordon Hecht

The last quarter of the 20th
century brought lots of innovation
to the home furnishings industry.
The Pit Group, injection molded accent panels, and miracle
Herculon fabrics were all brought
to market. But, by far, the product
with the biggest payoff was Fabric
Protection, an add-on sale item.
Fabric Protection was a sprayon liquid retailers applied to anything upholstered. It came with the
promise of a lifetime free of stains.
It took about a pint of this mystery
juice to cover a three-piece suite.
It was truly liquid gold, with a cost
of under $5 and a retail price
approaching $100. I was always
able to justify the price to my shoppers by telling them “It’s not what
IT IS, it’s what IT DOES.”
If you are fortunate enough to
be at the High Point Market this
month, then you ARE the shopper.
You can browse through seemingly
unending buildings and showroom
spaces packed with the Latest and

Greatest, designed to stoke your
shopper’s desires and to tilt your
balance sheet towards the positive. After a full day of seeing
products and more products, you
may come to the conclusion that
EVERYBODY has great products
and everybody has great prices! That’s what makes it hard to

“Making great products
is only a portion of what
your suppliers need to
do. It’s not only WHO
they are, but WHAT they
will do to help you be
successful.”
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choose the winners. Making great
products, however, is only a portion of what your suppliers need
to do. It’s not only WHO they are,
but WHAT they will do to help you
be successful.
In short, don’t only shop for
products, shop for programs! Your
most successful line-ups will come
from suppliers who understand
that anyone can load up your
warehouse with merchandise. A
true retail partner will offer initiatives and programs to help you
SELL! Some quick research and
inquiries can help you determine
who wants to be your partner.

Check Out Their
Customer Facing Website
Shopping starts on the phone,
tablet, and laptop these days. A
supplier who is a true retail partner
will have a state of the art and easy
to navigate website with useful
information about their products
and where to buy them. Look for
content with a bias towards video
which is better than articles. Enter
products into the Search Tab; if the
information supplied is not related, there may be issues with the
site. Check out the "Where to Buy"
tab and you’ll get a quick read
on what kind of stores carry their
products. Then ask yourself, are
their shoppers my shoppers?
It’s also worthwhile to check
30

out prospective suppliers' customer
reviews. Best in Class companies
strive to recruit positive reviews,
be sure to look for that 80/20
balance. Negative reviews are
bound to happen, look for speedy
responses offering reasonable resolution.

Retail Training Programs
Whether your sales team consists
of Mama and Papa, or you have
110 RSAs, you need to be sure
your staff knows how to sell the
products. That includes Product
Knowledge (what it is) and People
Knowledge (what it does). Your
next suppliers should offer online
training, printed or downloadable, or again, video is preferred.
Nothing beats face to face training; you should set a schedule for
factory rep in-store visits BEFORE
you create a purchase order.

Brand Advertising
Although buyer’s brand choice

preferences are changing, your
major suppliers should have some
plan to promote their brands.
Whether they promote online, on
TV, or in shelter magazines, it’s
their BRAND and they need to
create desire for it. Perhaps you
are considering Upstart Brands.
They also need to provide advertising assets and funds to help you
build their brands and yours. Store
signage is an important part of
promoting the brand. So, look to
your suppliers for banners, signs,
and outdoor advertising items.

Everyone Makes Mistakes
It’s part of our Retail World!
Chances are that your shopper
will measure wrong, your RSA will
order wrong, the truck line will
pack it wrong, or a component
part manufacturer will build it
wrong. Your new supplier should
be more focused on making things
right rather than seeking and placing blame. No manufacturer (or
retailer) can continually fix errors,

“Chances
are...
your shopper will measure wrong, your RSA will
order wrong, the truck line will pack it wrong, or a
component part manufacturer will build it wrong.”
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“Only
you
know
your shopper’s expectations, but when it comes to
competition, SPEED is the tie-breaker.”
but some reasonable concessions
should be available. Keep in mind
that a written policy will be more
durable than promises made to get
the order.

Distribution And Shipping
Sometimes the offer of "Exclusive
Distribution" reminds me of products sold on TV. When they say,
"Not Available in Stores" it tells
me no one else wanted to carry
it! In today’s click and buy retail
environment EVERY store in your
county, state, and country is in your
neighborhood. Your shoppers can
order any product from around
the world, so don’t worry about
the store down the street. Think of
distribution as if you owned a convenience store. You would want to
have Coke, Pepsi, and Bud Light,
even if ten stores in a 2 mile radius
have the same products. The reason is simple: Shoppers like to buy
them, and those companies promote sales! Your store needs name
brands to survive and compete,
and name brands will have wide
distribution.
In my retail selling days, reps
would often ask me to name the
best furniture brand on the sales
floor. My answer was always the
same. "It's the factory that ships!”
Selling your new brand is only 50%
of the battle; the other half is getting it delivered on time. Chances
32

are good that your next shopper
can’t wait the full 60 seconds for
their Hot Pocket to get nuked in
the Radar Range! You can’t expect
them to wait 8-12 weeks for a dining room or bedroom suite!
Look for two hard commitments
from your prospective supplier.
First, verify how long after market
will it take to get their merchandise
in their warehouse and into your
store. Next, once the goods are in
your store, what is the normal shipping time expectation. Only you
know your shopper’s expectations,
but when it comes to competition,
SPEED is the tie-breaker.
Custom Upholstery normally
means some sort of wait period.
You can get an “average” order
time from your supplier, but the
more important information is their
stock situation on fabrics. Check
to see if they are normally 75% or
higher in-stock for their covers.

Have Fun In High Point
Have fun in High Point. It’s not
often you get to stay in a $300 a
night hotel room, even if it’s the
Holiday Inn! Shop until you drop
and use the opportunity to change
up your merchandise mix. But know
this... changing a line is costly in
money (blowing out old merchandise and dealing with odds and
ends) and time (empty vignettes,
assembling samples). You are not

just choosing goods for sale, you
are also choosing a selling and
business partner that can be part of
your operation for a long time, and
should be willing to help you stay
profitable. Love their merchandise
first and then be sure you like their
programs.
About Gordon Hecht: Gordon
Hecht is Senior Manager-In Store
Concepts for Serta Simmons
Bedding Company, introducing
and expanding bedding business
in conventional and non-traditional
venues. He started his 30+ years
experience in the Home Furnishings
industry in Las Vegas, NV as a
delivery helper and driver and later
served in sales, retail management
and consulting roles. Questions
and comments can be directed to
him at ghecht@serta.com.

“Think of distribution
as if you owned a
convenience store.
You would want to have
Coke, Pepsi, and Bud
Light, even if ten stores
in a 2 mile radius have
the same products.”
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An interview with Todd Bracher about design, consumer & retail trends.

"

V

isiting a
furniture
store has
to be
holistic, with
every touch
point supporting
every other one
to create a fully
integrated
experience."
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by Melody Doering & Russell Bienenstock

We are used to the idea of
essences formulated from plants
that we use for flavorings or in perfumes. When, however, we come
up against a design philosophy of
essence, we might be challenged
by both the concept and the realization.
Todd Bracher, an award-winning designer, is adept at finding
the essential properties of design.
Brooklyn born, Todd was graduated from Pratt Institute’s industrial
design program in 1996. After
earning his MFA at the Danish
Design School in 2000, in interior
and furniture design, he went on to
work and study in Milan, and Paris.
From there Todd moved to London
to help set up Tom Dixon’s office
where the influential Tom Dixon
brand was formulated.
Bringing his global design language back home to Brooklyn,
Bracher founded the Todd Bracher
Studio, where he is the creative
director. His expertise as an industrial designer and design strategist
has been recognized by Wallpaper*
Magazine in 2015 and 2017, and

as FX Product Designer of the Year
in 2015. Todd was selected by
imm cologne to create the 2017
Das Haus exhibit, which he titled
The Essence of Living.
Furniture World: First of all, tell us
about your approach to branding
and furniture design.
“About 50 percent of our business is what we call strategic
design. The other half is creative
direction," Todd replied. "Basically,
this requires us to work with our
clients to reach new markets and
grow their revenue. We rarely do
the kind of product design that
comes from a company wanting
us to design something and just
walk away. Historically we did a lot
of directed design work, but over
time we moved away from that
once we realized that many of our
clients didn’t really know what they
needed."
Todd went on to explain,
“Companies may fall out of touch
with their markets over time. We
found that we are good at helping
them become more relevant by
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"Dome" is a bold statement
piece by Todd Bracher
Studio, produced by Mater.

providing insights into their businesses, supply chains, and distribution. We then connect that to a new
audience. It’s behind the scenes,
strategic work – moving the chess
pieces around – and then on top of
that, delivering product design that
is on message.”

Truthful Design
Furniture World: You have said
that you strive to create ‘truthful design that isn’t arbitrary, not

“People are asking, ‘If my phone is beautiful,
why isn’t everything around me beautiful?’
That sort of thinking is our challenge.”

cosmetic.’ What do you consider
arbitrary design and how do you
avoid it?
Todd explained that he starts
his work with the premise that very
few people care about his opinion.
“There are plenty of designers who
create home furnishings by adding
their personal points of view as a
starting position.
“For example,” he observed, “if
you look at two cars sitting next
to each other, you may instantly
form an opinion about each car’s

“There’s going to be this
weird situation where
there will be room for
companies to evolve to
produce smart furniture
that doesn’t exist yet.”

36

attachment to a place, a time and
whether you like one better. For
me, that’s arbitrary design: it is too
connected to a place, a time, and
a person.
“A natural object, such as a
tree, is less subject to analysis with
respect to time, place and preference. Nature’s objects are truthful
results of an ecosystem, not a stylization of someone’s opinion.
“What I am trying to achieve
is truthful design, which can also
be thought of as science-driven
design. This was the approach that
we used to create ‘Vessel’, a single
quartz glass rod containing an LED.
What made this design unique is
that the physics of light determined
its form.”
Bracher consulted with an optical physicist to create Vessel. The
design process began by describing the basic dimensions of the
piece and its function – where the
light needed to start and finish, plus
how emitted light needed to fall to
properly render food and people.
“Then I asked the physicist, ‘What
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does that look like?’ And he quickly
created an image of a design that
would control light in the way I
described.
“Light is 100 percent predictable.
It’s physics, so there’s no guess
work. Using nature as a primary
consideration in the creative process results in truthful solutions to
human design challenges.”
Furniture World: Your design,
therefore, removes time, place,
and personality – becoming almost
organic. So, what considerations
do you incorporate?

your work does not have a lot of
ornament to it.
“That’s right. There isn’t ornament in a decorative sense – in
an arbitrary sense – but we don’t
go to the other extreme,” Todd
clarified. “I’m not suggesting that

either. So just to be fair, it’s not like
everyone’s got it wrong. You might
enter my home and find decorative
objects that I think are meaningful.
There has to be a cosmetic component. That can’t be denied. If
what we deliver works beautifully

“Is there an opening for Google to make smart sofas?
I don’t know, but I think we are looking at a whole
new landscape, done in a qualitative, high-end way.”

“Strategic design considerations
include cost, material, tooling
restraints, market need, user need,
and much more. We line up a
million things that this one product
needs to do. The goal of the design
is to create it in one gesture. That’s
what makes it poetic, and why people fall in love with it. Otherwise,
it’s just an object sitting there."
Furniture World: So you are
going for a Platonic ideal of truth
and beauty?
“Yes, I think that creates a true
connection,” Todd explained, “If
it’s Todd’s opinion about beauty,
some will like it, but some won’t.
Again, there are plenty of folks who
can do more beautiful things than
I can, and that’s fine. But what we
do is try to address a user’s real
need in such an authentic way that
the result, by definition, will be
beautiful.”
Furniture World: In other words,
there is no need to gild the lily –
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well but looks awful, we’re going
to rethink it.
“From my perspective,” he continued, “we need to find a way to
have that cosmetic component be
universal and timeless. Otherwise
we’re doing our customers a disservice. It costs a lot of money to
get home furnishing designs to
market; there’s a lot of material
and manpower. If a design is going
to be dead in two years because
nobody wants ‘the silver thing’ anymore, we’ve failed. When I walk
the halls of furniture shows, I find
myself imagining the amount of
items shown that either won’t sell
or will get thrown out prematurely. I
do not want to be one more person
to contribute to that.”
“George Nelson, Charles Eames

“What I am trying to
achieve is truthful
design, which can
also be thought of as
science-driven design."
38

Bracher consulted with an optical physicist to
create "Vessel", a single quartz glass rod
containing an LED, shown above.

and Eero Saarinen did not create designs based on style and
fashion,” Todd explained. “Their
creations were based on the same
logic we’ve been discussing. The
funny thing is how the style world
picked up their ideas and tried to
spin them years later. It worked,
but the core of it was not arbitrary
it was based on truthful solutions.”

Design Process
Furniture World: When working
on a design do you do focus
groups, or just wait for the solution
to come to you?
“Neither,” Todd corrected. “We
do a lot of market research. We
combine surveys and interviews to
understand what people are looking for, what they need. Then we
line up opportunities we think folks
have missed.
“Let’s say a client wants us to
design a space for eight people
who will do a specific activity. We
don’t start with a cool shape. We
start by developing an ecosystem
of needs, and from there we arrive

at, for example, how a chair needs
to look. And we know it will work
not just for our client, but also for
an industry of people that need it.
He continued, “The other half of
my business focuses on everything
that needs to happen after we
make the product.”
Furniture World: How important
to furniture marketers is having a
powerful story that goes with their
products?
“A story causes someone who is
looking at a design to think, ‘Yeah,
that’s a meaningful need of mine.’
And that’s the same story we, as a
design firm, use to create products
from the beginning. It’s not something we add on top. It’s the actual
engine that created it.
“In advertising and marketing, for
example,” Todd continued, “there
can be a lack of understanding
of why something is meaningful;
why people need a product in their
lives. That’s a common problem. A
product that’s brilliantly designed
but not well photographed, or well
communicated, won’t sell. It’s a
wasted effort.
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“Das
Haus
is divided into zones. Basically, the thought is that the kitchen is no different than
the living room, which is no different than the library. One area is for mind, one
is for body, and one is for spirit.”
“Tom Cargill of Bell Labs, speaking humorously about programming code said, ‘The first 90 percent of the code accounts for the
first 90 percent of the development
time. The remaining 10 percent of
the code accounts for the other 90
percent of the development time.’
And I feel like that’s really the same
condition we find when we do
design. We deliver 90 percent of
it, and then it’s up to the sales folks
to then complete their big 10 percent. That 10 percent is the biggest
piece, if you ask me. A lot of things
die there because sales teams are
not equipped to deliver that big 10
percent.”

Essential Defined - Das Haus
Furniture World: You were selected from among internationally known designers to create the
installation for imm cologne’s Das
Haus exhibition in January 2017,
you titled: The Essence of Living.
The whole concept seems to represent your philosophy of design.
What did you hope for visitors to
take away from this year’s Das
Haus?
“Das Haus,” Todd began, “is
an interpretation of a residential
house. You might walk in and ask,
‘Where do I put my coat?’ or ‘How
do I fry an egg?’ and my answer
would be, ‘Well you can’t.’ Not
everything in this concept house
was fully resolved.
“If you are in Denmark and ask
someone where their grandmother
is from, they will say, ‘Denmark, of
course.’ Asking the same question

in France will most likely get a similar reply. These are fairly homogeneous cultures. America, however,
is different.” The implication is that
a Danish visitor to Das Haus, or a
French or American visitor will look
at the installation in different ways."
Furniture World: So how might
someone from the US or Canada
interpret Das Haus?
“I think I struggle with what it
means to be American, especially
in a global context. American living
is over-saturated. It can be just too
much. I live in New York City, have
two kids, and the lifestyle is kind of
ridiculous. Regarding our houses, I
think we need to take a step back.
“When you buy a house,” he
explained, “you’re buying a legacy
of someone else. You’re buying a
structure that was designed by and
for someone else. Does it pertain
to you? Maybe it does, and that’s

Shown are images from Todd Bracher’s Das Haus installation at January 2017 imm
cologne. His idea was to consider the home’s evolution from Victorian-segmented living
spaces to today’s aspiration of open-plan living, and then go a step beyond.
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Pictured are Todd Bracher's "Triscape" and
"Tod" side tables. The Tod table was inspired
by Cindy Crawford’s beauty mark, an instant
classic for Zanotta, a modern icon of Italian
design. Todd Bracher Studio created "T No
1" (top right), an executive table for the Fritz
Hansen brand.

totally okay, but maybe it doesn’t.
“Designing Das Haus, I decided
not to put in a bed with two nightstands and two lamps on them.
Why do we need those things? Is it
because it is shown in magazines
that way? Do most people question if they need a dining room in
their house? Why not ask, instead,
if they need a room for quiet, or
for creation, or destruction? What
doesn’t make sense is to have a
room that stays empty called a dining room because you think you’re
supposed to.
“In the West, we aspire to what is
called ‘open-plan living’. Victorian
homes were very segmented, room
by room, with lots of doors, difficult to navigate. Open plan living
is in some ways the antithesis of
42

Victorian living.
“As Das Haus started to evolve,
we considered the home’s evolution from a Victorian-segmented
life, to the aspiration of open-plan
living, and took the next step.
That’s what Das Haus is about.
“Instead of blurring the zones,”
Todd continued, “we combined
them. We questioned the need
for creating the perception of a
division using a half-wall to divide
a living room from a kitchen. Why
not just combine them? What’s the
need to have a separate room for
study or a home office. Why aren’t
they in the same space?
“Das Haus is divided into a couple of zones. Basically, the thought
is that the kitchen is no different
than the living room, which is no
different than the library. Each of
these is about sustenance, it’s all
eating. One area is for mind, one
is for body, and one is for spirit.
That’s the way I’ve broken it down.
So why not just put those together?
“In Das Haus there’s a room for
sustenance and another room for
rest. We didn’t include a separate

bedroom because there’s more
to rest than sleeping. There’s also
daydreaming, thinking and meditation. In Das Haus there is furniture
in that space to facilitate all those
functions. There is also an outside
area for hygiene, a space to reconnect with the environment, with
nature, while washing."

“There’s a huge divide
between where our
industry is today and
the Smart Home. It’s a
tremendous gap. Buy a
Nest thermostat, and it
will make everything else
look dated. I believe the
industry is going to start
to catch up.”
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DESIGN & DESIGNER
He concluded, “That’s effectively
the broad brush of what Das Haus
is. I set out to interpret what we
really need in our lives, take a step
back, and put those things into
this house – nothing more. We
disassembled traditional notions of
what home is and put them back
together. We’re not saying this is
how everyone is going to live 18
months or seven years from now.
It’s just a mathematical result of the
trajectory that we’ve been on as a
culture."

Design Leadership
Furniture World: Where do you
see transformative home furnishing
design leadership coming from?
Todd responded, “Companies
like Nest, Apple, Google, and
Pictured below is "Triscape" created for HBF.
Bracher's lightweight, easy to mix, match,
and move around table collection naturally
encourages social, collaborative, creative
work. Another piece suited for open offices is
his "Nest" chair, also produced by HBF. Far
right is the "Boom" outdoor table designed for
Serralunga that brought the spirit of Italian
design to the world of outdoor furniture.
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Amazon are where it’s coming from.
There’s a huge divide between
where our industry is today and
the Smart Home. It’s a tremendous gap. Buy a Nest thermostat,
and it will make everything else
look dated. I believe the industry
is going to start to catch up. It has
to converge because technology
is going to move a lot faster and
deeper into our homes.
“That’s what most companies
are going to struggle with. We
are not technology companies. We
are about plywood and upholstery.
There’s going to be this weird situation where there will be room for
companies to evolve to produce
smart furniture that doesn’t exist
yet. That will create a divide within our industry that will be really
interesting to see. Everything in our
homes is going to be smart. Today
furniture is still just dumb. It doesn’t
make sense to me. There’s going to
be a point where things will cross
over.
“Let’s also consider the whole
trend toward consumers installing
industrial, professional kitchens,”
Todd mused. “Will a version of
that happen in the living room?

Certainly people feel they don’t
need a formal dining room anymore. The question is, who will
handle that? Is there an opening
for Google to make smart sofas?
I don’t know, but I think we’ll be
looking at a whole new landscape,
done in a qualitative, high-end
way.
“The iPhone, for example, helped
create an expectation that products
should be fully resolved and beautiful. There’s no more room to have
screws showing, and things being
kind of sloppy. The bottoms, backs
and insides of products, includ-

“Do most people
question if they need
a dining room in their
house? Why not ask,
instead, if they need
a room for quiet, or for
creation, or destruction?”
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TODD

BRACHER
ing home furnishings will need to
be beautiful,” he predicted. “A
trend toward beauty and simplicity
is becoming stronger than ever.
People are asking, ‘If my phone
is beautiful, why isn’t everything
around me beautiful?’ That sort
of thinking is our challenge, and
my spin on where the whole home
furnishings space is moving.

Case For Sustainable Design
“Design leadership must also
come to terms with the need for
sustainability. I helped start a furniture company in Denmark, called
Mater, which means ‘mother’ in
Latin. The company’s focus is on
the process we go through to make
furniture, while also improving the
environment.
“Instead of seeking out green
or sustainable suppliers to manufacture Mater’s designs,” Todd
said, “we did just the opposite. We
looked for companies that poured

Subscribe!
Six powerful issues.

In-depth articles help boost sales,
cut costs and identify opportunities.

Subscribe at www.furninfo.com
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chemicals into the rivers; that didn’t
have proper ventilation in their
plants; had fire hazards and other
unsafe or unsustainable situations."
Todd went on to clarify, “Mater
was founded in Denmark where
there is a codex that classifies companies as environmental offenders. We reached out to offending
companies and asked them if they
would like to work with us. They’d
reply, ‘Well yes, but we can’t work
with you because you care about
the fact that we pour chemicals into
the river.’ We would observe, ‘That
means you can’t work with a lot of
companies.’ To which they would
agree.
“At this point, Mater would offer
to help pay a portion of the cost to
fix the problem, which created an
incentive to make positive change
on the supply end. Mater turned
around four different factories,
allowing them to work both with
Mater and other similar companies
in the global markets.
“The point is,” he summarized,

"The iPhone helped
create an expectation
that products should
be fully resolved
and beautiful. There’s
no more room to have
screws showing, and
things being kind of
sloppy."
“that the products retailers buy
don’t have to save the world, but
the process can pay attention to it."
Furniture World: Do you have any
specific advice for our readers?

“Furniture retailers need to focus
on getting their customers to feel
that they want to buy an entire
experience. They need to find ways
to show things in collections, to
display them beautifully – in ways
that will excite."
Todd concluded, “This requires
presenting products in a way that
connects with a core audience so
they get excited about being in a
retail showroom. Brands need to
know who they are, and to live it
to their customers. The experience
of visiting a store has to be holistic,
with every touch point supporting
every other one to create a fully
integrated experience.”
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INFLUENCE
Six Ways to get your customers to say "yes!"

A

number of
years ago
Dr. Robert
Cialdini
wrote a best seller
titled: Influence.
It is rich with
promotional
ideas yet
surprisingly few
furniture retailers
noticed it.

50

by Larry Mullins

The Big Boxes were predictably
clueless. Dr. Robert Cialdini's book
"Influence" was a bit sophisticated
for them. They continued doing
what they always do: race to the
bottom with price-item presentations, extended no-interest terms,
same-old, same-old. Independent
furniture stores generally followed
them. This article will address ways
to legitimately apply the lost secrets
of influence to your furniture store
and get customers to say “yes!”

Unused Secrets of Influence
Soon after Dr. Cialdini embarked
on a three-year study of the ways
people get other people to comply
with their wishes, he found that
there are people who know where
the tools of automatic influence lie.
Furthermore, they employ these
tools regularly in social encounters
to expertly get what they want; with
dazzling success.
The secret of their effectiveness lies in the way they structure
requests, and the way they arm
themselves with the tools of influence that exist within the social

environment. To do this may take
no more than one correctly chosen
word, to engage a strong psychological principle, setting an automatic behavior response rolling
within prospective customers.
I should make it clear that
Cialdini’s key principles can be
applied with honesty and integrity.
They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistency and Commitment
Reciprocation
Authority
Scarcity
Social Proof
Liking

When these principles are
employed with veracity, they can
have remarkable impact on the
bottom lines of furniture stores.

Consistency & Commitment
Furniture retailers have a unique
advantage when prospects walk
into their stores. Shoppers have
already made a commitment to at
least see what they have going on.
As tiny as this advantage may seem
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Never let a guest leave your store empty-handed.
The idea is to create a simple trifold hand out to tell
your story in the most effective and interesting way
you can. Your hand out is like a miniature website
prospects can.

to be, it is important.
Even more important for retailers
is how, once customers are in the
store, to establish and preserve a
consistent brand image in a world
of advertising clutter? We all know
when people shop for furniture
they end up being confused about
what they saw and where they saw
it. To send a consistent, vibrant
branding message, make this your
mantra: Never let a guest leave the
store empty-handed. Better to rely

"You have a unique
advantage when
prospects walk into your
store. They have already
made a commitment
to at least see what you
have. As tiny as this
advantage may seem
to be, it is important."
52

on your own personal presentation than manufacturers’ materials.
One effective way to do this is to
create a tri-fold brochure to hand
out to your guests as a cost effective and informative reminder.
The idea is to tell your story in
the most interesting way you can.
Your handout is like a miniature of
your website messaging that prospects can take home. It will provide
your contact information, attractive photos, a bit of history, credit
information, brands, your business
philosophy, etc.
Here is a sample of a brief and
effective philosophical brand presentation: “Since we started business in [date], the purpose of our
store has been to improve the lives
of our guests by offering honest
values in home furnishings, provide outstanding service, and be a
source of helpful information. We
are the primary hometown store for
the [city name] area, and the most
trusted source for products, and
advice.”
Be consistent. Nothing demonstrates consistency more powerfully
than effective follow-through when
you are promoting.
Few stores are aware of how

disappointed shoppers are when
after having been attracted to a
store-wide event by strong media
promising something special, they
see that nothing has changed! The
media spend established expectations. It promised that shoppers
would see exciting, unusual displays and exceptional values. All
other things being equal, if your
advertising produces good traffic
but sales are disappointing it is
because prospective customers did
not see what they expected to see.
On the other hand, if the store
is aggressively signed, has bright
sales tags everywhere, and if the
staff is upbeat and “in the zone,”
excitement and buying fever will
be set into motion. Some store
owners are aghast at the idea of
a “messy” store. Yet Stephanie
Clifford wrote in the New York
Times: “After the recessionary years
of shedding inventory and clearing
store lanes for a cleaner, appealing
look, retailers are reversing course
and redesigning their spaces to
add clutter.”
A few years ago Wal-Mart
engaged in a failed store makeover. Its purpose was to try to retain
Target customers who had traded
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PRINCIPLES OF

down to Wal-Mart during the recession. The stores reduced the number of items it carried by nine percent hoping to avoid overwhelming
their customers. Customer satisfaction scores spiked. And conversely,
sales went into a long sustained
decline. Wal-Mart’s CEO for the
U.S.A. explained that though customers loved the shopping experience, they bought less. Wal-Mart
reversed course and re-introduced
clutter. Clifford concluded that
the messier and more confusing
a store looks, the better the deals
it projects. The conclusion was
that Americans simply like piles of
“stuff.”

Rule Of Reciprocation
This rule employs the social
impulse to try to repay, in kind,
what another person provides. It
seems to me that the best time to
provide something for a guest (customer) is when you greet them. It is
also the most difficult time; it’s hard
to “break the ice” without seeming
pushy. We all know we should

avoid the tired old: “May I help
you?” which almost always shuts
down communication with: “We're
just looking.”
One strategy that has proven to
be successful is to come up with a
list of 30 or so hot items you can
show to prospects saying, “Would
you folks like to know about some
unadvertised doorbuster items that
will save you a lot of money?
Just let me know if you see anything interesting on the list and I
will be happy to show it to you.”
The list can include odd lot items
and also regular stock merchandise with robust comparatives. This
technique has proven to be effective in increasing closing successes.
(see the doorbusters exhibit on the
following page.)

Rule Of Authority
The traditional accouterments of
authority still work.
Mattress advertisers still try to
lure customers with bewildering
ads that show massive selection,
confusing pricing, and descriptions

that may as well be in a foreign
language. No mention of expert
guidance to help select the right
mattress. If you do provide expert
guidance it should be stated in all
your advertising. A simple certificate indicating that a sales consultant is “factory trained” and can
guide guests to the right bed works
wonders. Of course, the statements
must be true.

"All other things being
equal, if your advertising
produces good traffic but
sales are disappointing
it is because prospective
customers did not see
what they expected
to see."

Free Weekly NewsMagazine From
Furniture World. Subscribe Today!
It’s easy. Just visit http://furninfo.com/Subscriptions
Keep up to date with the latest industry news, retail tips,
pre-market information and articles from the editors
at Furniture World Magazine. Renew or add a new
print subscription at the same time!
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“Greeting
customers

with an added-value gift
is a technique that has been
proven to increase closing rates.”

Titles are important. Over the
years the term “salesperson” has
evolved into the more authoritative
title, “sales consultant.”
Dress Code: In the old days Curtis
Bros. in Washington, DC was
the largest furniture store under
one roof in America. They established a simple dress code for
sales consultants: Identical blazers
with attractive “CB” emblems, and
black pants. Today the norm in
retail is a casual “anything goes.”
Curtis Bros. was a good middle of
the road store, however, it treated
ordinary folks as though they were
high end guests. Did the dress code
matter? According to Cialdini’s
research a “uniform” matters a
great deal. Tests proved that people obediently followed directions
from uniformed individuals while
they tended to ignore people in
plain clothes. The “uniform,” so to
speak, added an air of authority
and professionalism to the sales
consultant.
56

Rule Of Scarcity

Rule Of Social Proof

We are all familiar with this
one. Either time is running out or
merchandise stock is limited. Buy
now or never! Selection is going
fast. Collectors of everything from
baseball cards to antiques to postage stamps are aware that flawed
items, such as misprinted stamps or
the double-struck coins, are sometimes the most valuable of all.
Some furniture sales consultants
purposely mislead prospects by telling them an item is in short supply,
They may falsely inform prospects
that the only available stock is
the floor model the shopper is
looking at, and one other in the
warehouse. Or, they may use a
“sharp angle close.” If a shopper
asks, “Does it come in blue?” they
respond with, “Do you want it if it
does?” Such tactics are not recommended. When it's true, however,
go ahead and announce limited
stock and/or limited time. There
are no more powerful motivators.

I reported in a recent article
that Jay Levinson made this startling statement regarding social
media: “Modern technology gives
small business a blatantly unfair

"According to Cialdini’s
research a 'uniform'
matters a great deal.
Tests proved that
people obediently
followed directions from
uniformed individuals
while they tended to
ignore people in plain
clothes."
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advantage over the big boxes
because it allows them to think
and act big without having to
spend big. The greatest boon to
Guerrilla Marketing has been the
affordable, powerful, easy-to-use
technology of today. Technology
is the game-changer that is revolutionizing small businesses. Now
small business owners can dream
extravagant new dreams and
attain them in surprisingly brief
time periods.”
Technology is your great equalizer against the Big Boxes. The
prevailing policy in most corporate chains is that they will not
allow franchises to host their own
websites, or handle local social
media accounts. This is true even
though their IT departments are
constantly overwhelmed with
other priorities and rarely have
time to help individual franchises. As a result, local franchises
cannot compete with small independents who can employ simple
technology such as Facebook to
press an overwhelming Home

Town Advantage. Levinson points
out that modern technology is so
inexpensive that today you can
invest a low four-figure sum to
receive what would have cost six
figures in 1982.

Rule Of Liking
Joe Girard was known as “The
World’s Greatest Salesman.” He
said the secret of his success was
that he was able to get people to
like him. He did this by a follow up
formula that may seem rash these
days. Every month he sent ALL
his former customers a greeting
card containing a simple personal message. Joe used snail mail.
In the age of Facebook and other
social media opportunities his follow-up technique is virtually free.
His message was “Happy New
Year”, “Happy Thanksgiving” or
something timely and appropriate. But his real message across
the face of the card was always
the same: “I like you.”
Could a message like that really
sell cars? Cialdini’s research indicates that we are all suckers for
flattery, even when it is obviously
motivated to be self-serving. And
as Jay Levinson observed: in the

age of easy social media there is
no excuse for sales consultants
who fail to follow-up and maintain contact with their clients.
Robert Cialdini waited ten years
before he decided to publish a
new book titled: Pre-Suasion …
A Revolutionary Way to Influence
and Persuade. It lives up to its
title. We will discuss it in the next
issue of Furniture World.
About Larry Mullins: Larry Mullins
is a contributing editor for Furniture
World. Larry’s mainstream executive experience, his creative work
with modern promotion specialists,
and his mastery of advertising principles have established him as one
of the foremost experts in home
furnishings marketing. Larry’s turnkey Mega-Impact programs produce results for everything from
cash raising events to profitable
exit strategies. His newest, Internet
Leverage Strategies have achieved
record-breaking increases in sales
and profits for his clients. Larry is
founder and CEO of UltraSales,
Inc. Call for a free, no-obligation
consultation. He can be reached
at 904.794.9212 or email him at:
Larry@LarryMullins.com.
See more articles by Larry at
www.furninfo.com.

"Cialdini’s research indicates that we are all suckers
for flattery, even when it is obviously motivated to be
self-serving. And as Jay Levinson observed: in the
age of easy social media there is no excuse for sales
consultants who fail to maintain contact with clients."
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Mor Furniture Sharpens Competitive Edge
With TD’s Consumer Financing Program

s part of its efforts to maintain
a competitive edge, San Diego,
Calif.-based Mor Furniture for
Less, which operates 32 stores
in seven Western states, uses a highly
attractive private label credit card program from TD Retail Card Services to set
itself apart from the pack.
“Financing through a private label
credit card program is a top competitive
weapon for us,” said Rob Kelley, Vice
President of Marketing. “The significant
volume of sales driven through consumer
financing is proof of that.”
Mor Furniture for Less began as
a waterbed retailer in San Diego in
1977 and grew along the West Coast
with locations throughout Washington,
Oregon, and California. In 2000, Mor
Furniture became a full line furniture
company offering furniture for all rooms
along with a large assortment of mattresses and home accents.
FINDING THE RIGHT PARTNER
Two years ago, seeking to sharpen its
competitive edge, Mor Furniture introduced a branded private label credit
card from TD Bank’s Retail Card Services
Division with more attractive financing
options than its existing program.
“Several factors made TD the right
partner for the new program,” Kelley
stated. “Its financial stability meant a
lot. While other banks pulled back on
financing programs during the recession,
TD didn’t. We knew its highly competitive discount rates and extended terms
would allow us to give customers the
quality furniture they really want at the
sharpest price points, while helping to
eliminate strain on their budget. Finally,
it was clear that with TD’s customer-centric approach, the ability to communicate

with consumers about the program and
market it to them would be strong.”
Kelley attributed customers’ positive
response to Mor Furniture’s private label
credit card program largely to the variety
of extended payment and no interest
options TD offers its cardholders.
MARKETING SUPPORT
Beyond perks like advance invitations
to special events and sales, and access
to exclusive cardholder promotions, marketing support from TD makes it easy to
attract new cardholders. Among other
things, in-store collateral from TD augments the chain’s television advertising
that promote the card.
TD also partners to develop creative
collateral that encourage repeat card
usage. “Marketing to existing cardholders is critical to the success of any private
label card program,” stated Mike Rittler,
Head of Retail Card Services at TD Bank.
Each month, TD generates multi-channel marketing materials that spotlight
long-term financing offers--many tied to
key holiday and seasonal sales periods.
Cardholders also receive personalized
offers.
Employee training has also impacted
Mor’s success with private label credit.
Explaining financing options to consumers is covered in the chain’s employee
orientation process. However, TD plays
an important role here, holding annual
training sessions where its executives
provide training materials which cover
items such as promoting
financing to customers.
The sessions also provide
a refresher course on
everything from helping
shoppers fill out a credit
application to processing

applications. New regulations that may
impact consumer credit are covered as
well. “This approach is very helpful, and
it’s not necessarily something retailers
would get from every one of their financing partners,” Kelley observed.
COMMUNICATION IS ESSENTIAL
Just as significant is TD’s involvement
in initiatives aimed at fostering the program’s growth. For example, TD’s team
actively partners with Mor Furniture to
discuss account management, review
markets and account performance, and
explore new ways to interest potential
and existing cardholders in the program.
“Communication and collaboration
between the bank and the retailer has
always been essential to the strength,
appeal and success of any private label
credit program,” Rittler said.
Kelley agreed about the importance of
such cooperation if retailers are to fully
benefit from making financing a part of
their business strategy. “We look forward
to working alongside TD to offer our
customers the best long-term financing
options now and in years to come,” he
concluded.

To learn more about TD’s private
label credit card programs visit:
www.tdrcs.com, call John Piotrowsky,
VP, 551-579-6686 or contact:
USPartnerships@td.com.

Financing through private label credit
card program administered by TD is
“a top competitive weapon” for Mor
Furniture For Less.
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MISINFORMED
CUSTOMERS STRAIGHT!

Help the uninformed and misinformed make the best decisions.

Y

our
customers,
may carry
with them
a pernicious
portfolio of
perverse
preconceptions
they picked up
before they ever
talk to you.
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by David Benbow

In the May/June 2016 issue
of Furniture World, “How Much
Do RSA’s Matter?”, I suggested
that the internet revolution has
transformed the “Uninformed
Customer” into the “Misinformed
Customer.”
This statement is generally true,
but in real-world retailing we see
both the misinformed and uninformed.
Sounds like a problem, does it
not? So, as the seller of merchandise, how do retail furniture and
bedding retailers, their sales managers and Retail Sales Associates
(RSA) fix the problem of poorly
informed and misinformed customers?

Transform the Uninformed
If these poor, ignorant customers even make a decision at all,
they are likely to be not completely
happy with their purchase shortly
after they get it home.
What is the remedy for igno-

rance? Most would agree that the
remedy is education. But, what
exactly is education, and how does
the retailer teach customers?
John F. Lawhon, in his book,
Selling Retail, says that supplying
information is not only education,
it is also selling. In fact, his exact
words are, “the definition of selling
is supplying the information the
customer needs to make the best
buying decision.” Now, I think
there is more to selling than merely
“supplying information,” but that
is another discussion for another
day.
As we all know, the internet supplies information in almost indigestible quantities. Some of that
information is right and some is
wrong. How do customers discover the right from the wrong, or
the misleading? Your competitors,
down the street or across town,
also supply information, some right
and some wrong. These are the
main reasons many of your prospective customers walk through
your door carrying an alliteration;
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“Properly done,

this effort in education pays off. Educated prospective customers
often become life-long buying customers."

a pernicious portfolio of perverse
preconceptions!
So, how can you, handle this
situation? You want your “ups” to
become customers. As customers,
you want them to make smart buying decisions so they can be happy
with their purchases, and so come

“If the “up” comes in
with a lot of bogus
information, somebody
from your store has to
deal with it. How does
this RSA politely refute
and correct the up’s
misconceptions?”

back again and again, right?
For this to happen, customers
have to be correctly educated. This
education includes:
• New information not known
before.
•Correcting misunderstandings
and misinformation collected
from other sources,
• More rarely, confirming information has been correctly perceived and understood.
This is a lot easier said than
done. If the “up” comes in with a
lot of bogus information, somebody from your store has to deal
with it. That job almost always falls
to the greeting RSA. How does this
RSA politely refute and correct the
up’s misconceptions? This RSA,
obviously, must be highly trained,
prepared, tactful, honest, credible
and consistent in his message.
And, he must have proof to back

Find authoritative
articles on EVERY
retail store topic!
Visit www.furninfo.com
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up what he is saying.
So, selling and educating is
not just supplying information. It
also includes correcting misunderstandings, wrong notions and
assumptions the customer collected before walking into the store.
Properly done, this effort in education pays off. Educated prospective
customers often become life-long
buying customers.

What Is Meant By Educating?
Education, in theory, requires
both a teacher and a student.
In our discourse here, the prospective customer (or “up”) is the
student. The primary teacher is
usually the RSA. But of course, the
store’s promotional and advertising mechanisms are also teachers.
Let me make one important point
before we go on. Our “teacher,”
we hope, is well educated, and
thoroughly prepared to assume his
or her role.

The Store’s Role In Educating
A successful and well managed
retail establishment should have
a variety of instruments to help
prepare and educate prospective
customers before the RSA actually
meets and greets upon arrival.
Among these instruments are:
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“If only one person speaks, it is not a conversation,
it’s a speech. In a speech, very little thought exchange
takes place, which isn’t optimal in sales situations.”
MEDIA ADVERTISING – Your
advertising should help to educate prospective customers. That
doesn’t mean that it should neglect
the urgency message. “Buy now,
before it’s too late!!”.
Messages that can be considered educational include;
• Store hours
• Locations and phone numbers
• Web-site address
• Delivery policies (such as Free
Delivery, Same Day Delivery)
• Inventory policies (such as
Everything In Stock, All the
time; Buy Today, Sleep on it
Tonight)
• Lines or manufacturers carried
or represented by your store
• Best price guarantee –
explained
• Immense selection

• Maybe even a little fun educational tidbit about the history of
coffee tables, how to select the
right recliner; or something like
that.
BROCHURES – In the internet
age brochures may seem to be
a bit out of date. Not everybody,
however, will visit your internet
site. Some people actually prefer
to read print material, rather than
staring at a screen for hours on
end.
WEBSITE – Of course, this is the
big one. The retail establishment’s
web-site should be its University of
All Knowledge. There’s really no
limit to what can go on a web-site.
Your site needs to have excellent
graphic content, superb copyrighting and the flexibility to change
content easily and frequently. It
has to be mobile optimized and if
you are considering e-commerce,

Visit Furninfo.com
Hundreds of articles on
furniture retailing, industry news,
job opportunities, events and
much more.
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you will need to take a deep dive
into integrating your website with
your POS/ Inventory systems.
Your website has the potential to
make the RSA’s job of educating
and selling a lot easier by providing informative articles, blogs,
style information, video and much
more. A well designed, informative web-site can become a useful training tool for Retail Sales
Associates; yours and your competitors'. So remember, don’t give
your snooping competitors any
confidential, proprietary information such as the coil count on every
one of your mattresses.
I, personally, like web-sites that
give me a lot of product information, such as:
• What to look for in a sofa, or
a recliner, or a dinette set or
a mattress with an adjustable
base.
• The pros and cons of various
features, with benefits detailed
and illustrated.
• Information on how and where
various products are constructed; along with the kinds of
materials used in construction.
• Define what is so-so, what is
good, what is better and what
is best. This kind of information
builds value in the products that
your store carries.
Supplying this information also
gives your store more credibility. It
can be used to refute spurious and
misleading claims that might be
made by other less credible sources.
How about listing prices on your
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web-site? Is it a good idea? I
would have to argue that it is a
bad idea, unless you have a fixed,
unalterable, “that’s the price, take
it or leave it” policy. If your competitors know your prices they WILL
try to beat them. Unless you have,
inarguably, the best prices in the
universe, OR, you have a product
NOBODY else carries, I’d think
twice before publishing prices on
the ‘net.
BUSINESS CARDS – There’s not
much space on a business card,
but they are cheap to produce and
there’s room for quite a bit of basic
information. At minimum, store
location, phone number, and website address should be included.
They do have a flip side, as well,
and I’ve seen some cards that have
a very educational back-side.

over the phone. You can’t really
sell over the phone, but you can
educate.
FACE TO FACE – this is where
the sales staff steps in; where the
rubber meets the road.

Education – Face To Face

In a conversation, both parties
talk and exchange thoughts. If
only one person speaks, it is not
a conversation, it’s a speech. In a
speech, very little thought exchange
takes place, which isn’t optimal in
sales situations. It is, therefore,
prudent for RSAs to be on the
alert. When they find themselves
giving speeches, take a step back
and encourage conversations; with

Great Pricing • Quality Construction

TELEPHONE – This is one of the
most poorly used instruments, in
my experience. Every RSA should
be subjected to strict training on
how to project useful information

“A well designed,
informative web-site
can become a useful
training tool for Retail
Sales Associates; yours
and your competitors!”

The AV610 66" wide TV base from Nouveau Concept is available in
20 colors. See the entire line of entertainment units, occasional
tables, platform bed bases and bedroom furniture at the Canadian
Furniture Show, stand #1814, May 26-28 or call 1-800-465-0716.

CALL TODAY 1-800-465-0716

Fax: 888-437-7230 • info@nouveauconcept.com • Made in Canada
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“Good evening, folks!
Did you know that we are offering Free Delivery and Setup and Dinner for Two
at Burger Cathedral on ANY purchase you make before we close tonight at 9 PM?”
both sides speaking freely.
In an article from Furniture
World, “Social Media,” January/
February 2014, Volume 144 No.1,
page 75, Larry Mullins made the
statement, “The power of the oneon-one conversation remains the
most effective method of selling on
earth.” In the same article, he also
said, “Few sales of significant size
and importance are made without
memorable, game-changing conversations.” I agree, and I would
add; the one-on-one conversation
also is presently the best method of
educating that there is.

The Future of Face-To-Face
I went to college a long time

“Lifestyle improvement
information can also be
very helpful for the RSA,
especially when talking
to prospective customers.
That is the whole point
of this article.”
68

before Al Gore invented the internet. All of my courses required
attendance in a classroom. In our
present day and age, a student
can get a degree without ever
attending a class in person, or ever
meeting an instructor or professor.
I’m not saying this is a bad thing.
But, it does remove the “conversation” from education to a certain
extent. And, I personally think that
education has suffered to some
degree from this loss of direct
conversation and student-teacher,
student-student interaction.
There is no doubt that the wouldbe buyer can gain a lot of information by researching the internet. We
should also be aware that some
buyers feel more comfortable with
web interactions and texts than
phone calls or face-to-face conversations. But to me, there is still
nothing that can take the place of
direct face-to-face verbal interaction, with questions, answers and
comments. That’s where the sales
staff comes in.

The Conversation
As was mentioned before, education requires a teacher and at
least one student. The teacher is
the guide and director. The student
is the follower and responder. The
RSA should CONTROL the con-

versation and the sales narrative.
(For more information, see the
Furniture World article, “Control
Every Mattress Sale”, March/April
2014 found at www.furninfo.com/
Authors/DavidBenbow/37.
As we said earlier, education is
PART of selling; it’s not ALL of selling. The RSA must also “Qualify”
to find out what the customer
needs and wants. The RSA/educator learns, as well, but we should
not forget that the RSA is the primary educator.
So, where does the education
of the prospective buyer start? The
RSA can begin at the Meet and
Greet. Want to hear an example of
a “memorable and game-changing” greeting? “Good evening,
folks! Did you know that we are
offering Free Delivery and Setup
and Dinner for Two at Burger
Cathedral on ANY purchase you
make before we close tonight at 9
PM?” Did this get the customer’s
attention? Did the customer learn
something from this greeting? Was
it educational? On the other hand,
does the customer learn anything
from “May I help you?” Which
approach do you think has a better
chance to jump-start the sale?

What Else Can The RSA Do?
Education should not be a
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recitation of everything the RSA
knows. The reason to educate is
to reinforce the basic idea that
it is a wise decision to buy from
your store. Work education into
the conversation as needed. Don’t
overdo it. Don’t bore them to
death. Remember, the goal is to

"We should be aware that
some buyers feel more
comfortable with web
interactions and texts
than phone calls or faceto-face conversations.
But to me, there is still
nothing that can take the
place of direct face to
face verbal interaction."

produce a buying customer, not to
grant a degree in the Philosophy of
Furniture.
Most customers like to know
something about the following
subjects. We’ll give a few examples
to illustrate.
PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE – An
RSA should be able to answer any
questions the customer might raise
about product construction, warranty, etc. The Presentation step is
where most of the specific product
knowledge should be imparted.
For example, the RSA might say,
to reinforce his point about a supportive mattress, “Did you know
that this particular set (that you like
the feel of) is built with the manufacturer’s patented enhanced lumbar support?” Just this information
alone might persuade the customer to buy. So, we see that educating the customer can often be
the difference between making a
sale and not making a sale. If you
don’t tell him about the enhanced
lumbar support, he won’t find out
until the RSA down the street educates him.

Visit The

MISINFORMED

CUSTOMERS
FINANCING – This information
is often detailed on-line or in the
store’s advertising, but that does
not mean the customer understands it. RSAs should discover
how customers want to pay, and
if they want financing, the RSA
should be able to explain every
facet of it, including the complete
explanation of the phrase, “Same
as Cash.”
POLICIES – Customers may want
to get some information on the
store’s policies, such as:
• How much is delivery?
• Do you do comfort exchanges?
• How secure is their financial
data?

5000 Volumes On Furniture & Design
Open For Study, Events, Seminars & Collaborations
At High Point Market and All Year Long!
1009 North Main Street
High Point, NC • Call 336-883-4011

info@furniturelibrary.com
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• What about meeting or beating
competition’s price,?

the life value of better sleep.

• Layaway plan; and so on.
CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS –
This is a subject rarely discussed in
most sales books and articles. One
of the RSA’s solemn responsibilities
is to moderate customer expectations. Exalted expectations are
probably the biggest cause of later
customer disappointment. “You
said I could bring it back, even if my
kids tore it to pieces!!” Moderating
expectations is an important part of
customer education.
LIFESTYLE IMPROVEMENTS –
One of the charms of owning new
furniture is the enhanced lifestyle
that new furniture brings. The RSA,
while not promising the moon, is
smart to educate the customer on
how much better his or her life will
be with the new mattress set, or
the snazzy new dinette set. In the
last issue of Furniture World, I discussed how the RSA can use Sleep
Science to educate the customer on

Stimulate The Conversation
Reciting specs and benefits can
get pretty boring if they are not
placed in some context. Here is a
way to keep customers engaged
and spur their interest in their newly
found education. The RSA can use
“prompt” questions to bring up
a subject on which the customer
could probably use some education. The answers and discussions
can also advance the cause of the
sale. Some examples of prompt
questions to ask are;

1.

“Do you know the difference
between solid wood and
veneered construction?”

2.

“Do you know the difference between sinuous wire
and 8-way hand tie?”

3.

“Have you ever used a
remote controlled adjustable base?”

Free Weekly
eNewsMagazine
Subscribe Today!
http://furninfo.com/Subscriptions
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4.
5.
6.

“Do you know what a prorated warranty means?”
“Do you know what top
grain leather is?”

“Do you know the difference between all leather
and leather match?”

7.

“Are you familiar with powder coat paint technology
and how it is used in metal furniture?”

8.

“Has anyone ever explained
to you how ‘ninety days,
same as cash’ works?”
There are thousands more where
these came from. All of these questions, which are designed to elicit
a response from the customer, are
also devices to enhance the con-

“If you don’t know the
answer, don’t guess.
Tell the customer that
you do not know, but
that you WILL FIND
OUT, and get back
to them.”
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versation. They help make the RSA
look like an expert in the mind of
the customer. They also supply the
customer with more quality information to help him make a wiser
buying decision.
Note that these questions are
prefaced with a “did you know?”
or a “were you aware?” phrase.
Phrasing the discussion as a question is much more apt to keep the
customer involved.
By the way, I would like to suggest
that the RSA know the answers to
these queries before asking them!

Frequently Asked Questions
The more the RSA teaches, the
more questions the customer will
probably think of. Here are a few
RSA’s frequently hear on the showroom floor, or over the phone. It
would be a good idea to be prepared to answer them.

1.

“What is the difference
between a firm mattress and
a hard mattress?”

2.

“What do you mean by support in a mattress?”

3.
4.
5.
6.

“Does this come in a different color?”
“Is solid wood furniture better than engineered wood?”
“How long is the warranty
and what does it mean?”

“Why is this item cheaper
(or more expensive) than
that item?”

7.
8.
9.
10.

“Which of these items do
you recommend?”
“When is this item going on
sale?”
“Which one is your best
sofa, mattress, etc.?”

“Why are your models different from the ones I saw
down the street?”
Again, there are a million of
them. If you don’t know the answer,
don’t guess. Tell the customer that
you do not know, but that you WILL
FIND OUT, and get back to them.
This is a good device and excuse
for getting phone number, e-mail

5% OFF
furniture tags
and signs

o
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See them all at...
www.signs4retail.com
or call 1.800.346.8116
Enter Promo Code FWORLD5

and then following up. No teacher
knows everything. Make it a learning experience for you, too.

Why Bother With All This?
Only bother with it if you want
to make sales and keep your job.
John F. Lawhon wisely reminded
us, “The customer is not a professional buyer.” He needs information and that means educating him.
The RSA should be a professional
seller. That means knowing your
business and imparting enough of
your knowledge to the customer so
he can accomplish what he came
into your store for; to make a smart
buying decision.
About David Benbow: He is a
twenty-three year veteran of the mattress and bedding industry and owner
of Mattress Retail Training Company
offering retailers retail guidance;
from small store management to
training retail sales associates. His
years of hands-on experience as a
retail sales associate, store manager, sales manager/trainer and store
owner in six different metropolitan
areas qualifies him as an expert in
selling bedding. David is the author
of the recently published book, “How
to Win the Battle for Mattress Sales,
the Bed Seller’s Manual”, a complete, text book for mattress and bedding retail sales associates, beginner
and experienced professional alike.
The book can be purchased on-line
at http://www.bedsellersmanual.
com or www.mattressretailtraining.
com. He offers hands-on training
classes for retailers on a variety
of subjects and on-line classes that
can be downloaded from the websites mentioned above. David can
be contacted via e-mail at dave@
bedsellersmanual.com or by phone
at 361-648-3775.
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et’s take a
moment to
talk about
some of the
most exciting
and fast moving
changes that are
likely to impact
our industry.
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by Russell Bienenstock

You might imagine that the best
new growth opportunities for furniture retailers will come from new
celebrity licensing opportunities
from the likes of Joanna Gaines,
The Property Brothers, Ellen
DeGeneres, or Trisha Yearwood.
Or, perhaps that entertainment
marketing, leading edge advertising and experiential store design
will lead the way.
In this article, however, we will
make a case that some of the
most exciting opportunities for furniture retailers will be in the areas
of transportation and logistics. It’s
where rubber meets the road in
terms of potential cost savings,
sales increases and customer satisfaction; an area that will reveal
innovative new ideas and technology introductions accelerating over
the next five to ten years.
Furniture World spoke with a
number of industry experts to get
their views on the present and
future of furniture delivery, first
mile to last. The second installment in this series will look at how
technologies such as self driving

trucks, delivery robotics and other
new technologies and ideas will
change how our industry sells and
delivers furniture. First, we asked
our experts to explain what retailers can and should focus on right
now to meet and exceed customer expectations for delivery speed,
transparency and professionalism.

Customer Expectations
“Companies like Amazon,”
observes Satish Natarajan, CEO at
DispatchTrack, a software provider
to the furniture industry delivering
next-gen route optimization and
field management software, “are
leading the way in creating a new
level of expectations, a new paradigm that furniture retailers and
manufacturers must respond to in
order to stay competitive.”
Natarajan notes, “Customers
expect better service. We find that
the biggest disappointment occurs
when a home furnishings consumer
receives a damaged product. So,
damage-free delivery is the num-
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Running Three or More Trucks?
When Every Delivery Counts,
it pays to call Cory Home Delivery.
Here are five reasons why!

1. Increase customer satisfaction
2. Save management time
3. Improve productivity
4. Eliminate regulatory headaches
5. Reductions in claims, disputes
and refused deliveries

Visit Cory at High Point Market, Retail Resource Center Plaza Suites – 1st Floor – Booth #4
and also at Cory’s Delivery Truck parked on West Green Drive
Call Cory for a no obligation audit and report of your delivery and warehouse needs
WWW.CORYCOMPANIES.COM • PHONE (201)795-1000 • sales@corycompanies.com
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“Companies like Amazon, are
leading the way, creating a
magnetic pull on expectations,
a new paradigm that furniture retailers
and manufacturers must respond to
if they want to survive.” - Satish Natarajan

ber one customer expectation. The
second expectation is on-demand,
on-time and faster delivery. In this
day and age, given similar product
quality, consumers don’t hesitate to
buy an item that can be delivered
the soonest.
“To make this happen, retailers
need support from manufacturers
so that they can provide better service and faster delivery,” observes
Natarajan. “On the manufacturing
side, winners will be the ones whose
supply chains can deliver products
faster. That’s why supply chain

“Retailers should be on
this like hawks but the
industry is lagging
in figuring out how to
respond to the data
they have." - Rob Davis
78

restructuring is happening today,
creating just-in-time demand, and
just-in-time manufacturing. Big
retailers are investing time and
money in their own organizations
to become more efficient, faster,
and predictable.”

Delivery Improvement
Furniture World asked Natarajan
about strategies retailers can use
to bring technological solutions
to real world problems. He suggests that they start by looking
within their own organizations. “A
good place to start," he says, "is to
assemble a group within your organization that will identify a limited,
manageable number of factors that
need improvement, and come up
with one or two tangible ways to
improve. Often such improvement
can be obtained at minimal cost
by deploying inexpensive solutions
such as tracking technology, taking
photos with cell phones, and basic
organizational improvements. This
enables managers to focus on
one or two action items they can
accomplish in a short time frame
and move their delivery operations
in the right direction.

Rob Davis, Vice President of
Client Solutions at Diakon Logistics
agrees, “It is time for retailers to
dig in a little bit, take the time to
meet with their teams and look at
technology solutions providers to
get an education regarding all the
functionality that’s available now or
will be coming online soon.
“My view,” he says, “is that if a
retailer’s delivery operation hasn't
changed in the last six months, to
a year, there have been missed
opportunities. Retailers need to
look at how long it takes to analyze, process and take action on
their data. Is it a minute, an hour,
a day or a full week? There are
certain decisions that require a
month or two worth of data, and
others that require just an hour’s
worth of data. If a delivery team
is running two hours late, retailers
need to know instantly, because if
they don’t realize until the next day
that 50 percent of their deliveries
were late, it doesn't really do much
good.”
“Improvement always starts with
measurement,” Natarajan summarizes, “because what isn’t measured, can’t be improved. The
important metrics to measure are
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damage-free deliveries, on-time
deliveries and overall customer satisfaction.”
“When retailers receive negative
feedback from their customers, it
is usually a symptom of a bigger
problem related to not being organized. Instead of focusing on just
fixing issues in a reactive way as
the occur, it would be beneficial to
take a step back and think about
processes that may be flawed or
outdated. It may turn out that a
delivery system needs to be revised,
or attention needs to be paid to
general delays in product arrival
that routinely bubble up and cause
dissatisfaction."
"The takeaway,” he concludes,
“is for retailers to focus improvement on a limited number of metrics, such as speed and meeting
customer expectations."

Supply Chain Visibility
"Your Supply Chain is only as
good as its weakest link, Natarajan
says. He therefore believes,
“Manufacturers should invest in
bringing visibility of product movement within supply chain all the
way up to the customer. Without
this visibility, the retailer is held
80

"Retailers need to look at how long it takes to analyze,
process and take action on their data. Is it a minute,
an hour, a day or a full week?" - Rob Davis
accountable on any delays.
“Therefore, for retailers today
it’s not enough to just buy the best
products at the best price. “As
well,” he suggests, “they need to
choose partners who will be able
to provide supply chain visibility in
order to be able to set the retail
customer’s expectations clearly.
“For example, let's say a retailer initially tells a customer that
her furniture will be delivered in
few weeks, but the product gets
delayed by four additional weeks.
If there is timely communication
about this issue, the customer is
kept in the loop all along the way,
and the delivery is ultimately made
at a time convenient to the customer, the overall experience becomes
smoother for both the customer
and the retailer. Fortunately our
industry now has the tools that can
address this problem.”
“Tools are readily available for
everyone to see what’s going on
with their deliveries down to the last

mile delivery,” adds Diakon's Rob
Davis. “Retailers should be on this
like hawks, but I think the industry
is lagging in figuring out how to
respond to the data they have.
Consumers increasingly demand
to know what’s going on with
their deliveries. Providing them with
updates along the way is just as
important as showing up on time.
They really appreciate knowing
the status. However, the medium
is changing and most customers
want to receive relevant details and
options via texts or alerts instead of
phone calls.”
Retailers that fail to meet customer expectations do so at their
own peril but it is possible to minimize the damage, Natarajan tells
us. “If customers have problems
and you make it right, you won’t
get kudos, but they will still buy
from you again, and won't talk
about it over social media. There
are two main reasons a retailers’
delivery operations get mentioned
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“Regarding home
furnishings delivery,
it’s all about
perception and
the customer’s
mood when they
buy it." - Peter Ross

in a social media setting. The first
is to not satisfy customers with
corrective action when something
goes wrong. The second is when
retailers exceed customers' expectations by going above and beyond
to correct problems.

82

Deluxe Or Not To Deluxe
“Seven years ago,” recalls Peter
Ross, the Director of Transportation
for the retailer Z Gallerie, and president of the International Furniture
Transportation and Logistics
Council, “I stopped deluxing furniture. Bit by bit I believe retailers are
going to get away from it for two
reasons. First, consumers love to
receive products in a box. Second,
96 percent of the time there's nothing wrong with delivered furniture.
If I have to pay a claim once in a
while then that’s fine.
“Regarding home furnishings
delivery he says, “It’s all about perception and the customer’s mood
when they buy it.
"Packaging can always be better,
so if we find a carton that's wet or
compromised, that's when we open

it up and look at it. It’s my experience that third parties love the
idea of getting paid 10 bucks just
to open a box. And quite frankly
perception is not something that
we want a nine-dollar an hour
guy judging. So at Z Gallerie we
look for brokenness, not for vendor
defects where a customer might or
might not accept it.
Patrick Cory, CEO at Cory Home
Delivery believes that what may be
good for Z Gallerie, is not the best
solution for all furniture retailers.
“There are retailers who choose to
live with higher returns as opposed
to incurring the cost of having
people open and inspect each
box. A lot of it has to do with a
store’s return policy. And a lot has
to do with customer expectations
that result from the way products
are presented to the customer at
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“Ais goingnew
model
to streamline the process to allow faster delivery and better visibility
for consumers. Even, more important, it’s going to allow retailers of all sizes to
compete with the Amazons and Wayfairs of this world." - Patrick Cory
the point of sale. If a retailer is
selling a premium service, with a
liberal return policy," he observes,
"then it’s best to open and inspect.
If they are telling customers they
will receive their delivery in a box,
and if there’s damage, to let them
know, that’s another story. It really
is a cost versus benefit analysis for
each retailer. Generally higher end
retailers open and inspect. Lower
end retailers tend not to.

Reverse Logistics Challenge
“Let’s talk about what I call the

“Right now, there’s
no reason for regional
retailers to sell everywhere in the country.
Why would a regional
chain based in Florida
want to sell a $399
recliner in Chicago at
a loss to compete with
Wayfair?" - Patrick Cory
84

Amazon effect,” Cory continues.
“The Amazon effect is really changing the way consumers perceive
how products should be delivered
to their homes.
"Based on their experience with
Amazon and other internet companies, consumers have come to
expect that any product they order
is going to come in a box, and
that it will be delivered in close to
perfect condition. They also expect
that if it’s not perfect, it can be
easily returned. And this is the case
if the customer orders an iPhone,
a television, or most appliances.
These are all mass produced of
metal, plastic and glass, boxed in a
way that very little is going to happen to them when shipped.
"When we deliver a TV there’s a
high likelihood that it will be delivered in perfect condition with no
quality issues. That’s not true of furniture. Furniture, has blemishes, it’s
fragile, and it often gets damaged
in shipment. There are no packaging standards. Much of the product
that comes from overseas has poor
packaging and there are defects.
“Internet companies have a
deliver it in a box mentality. But the
product and packaging for furniture
hasn’t kept up to support that. The
product hasn’t gotten significantly
better to allow it to be opened by
consumers and be assembled by
that consumer without problems.

Frankly a lot of internet companies
are struggling with this perception
right now because it’s one thing to
deliver mass produced products.
It's another to deliver furniture. The
result is that consumers are put in a
position where they have to carry a
big box to their apartment or room
in their home, unbox, assemble,
and move it around all without
causing damage. When it works,
it works. And when it doesn’t work
there’s a need for what’s called
reverse logistics. It's a problem
right now that is costing internet
companies customers and money.
They don’t know what to do when
a product doesn’t fit, doesn’t work,
or is damaged. Currently, most of
them don’t want to take it back.
And if they do, they throw it in the
garbage. So, there's a struggle with
reverse logistics. When something
happens, customers want somebody to fix or replace it. That part
of the supply chain for internet
retailers is still a big question mark.
Diakon’s Rob Davis agrees that
online retailers are struggling with
reverse logistics. “Furniture does
not like to be moved. The more
times it's handled, the greater the
likelihood of damage by the time it
reaches the customer. Even for the
new online mattresses retailers, such
as The Tuft and Needle and Casper
have had to find creative ways to
deal with the problem of returns.
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DELIVERY

FUTURE
"There are two main
reasons a retailers’
delivery operations
get mentioned in a
social media setting.
The first is to not satisfy
customers with corrective
action when something
goes wrong." - Satish Natarajan
They ship rolled up mattresses to
customers via a carrier service. It’s
a smart delivery model until it gets
to the customer’s home, is unrolled
and becomes a full size queen
mattress. At that point if a customer

doesn't like it or it's damaged, they
don’t have an efficient way to get
it back. The solution for them is to
donate the mattress locally and not
even deal with the reverse logistics.
“And so, it comes down to this
debate.” Patrick Cory says, “Should
internet retailers deluxe or not
deluxe? Lots of internet retailers
offer free threshold delivery where
the box is left at the customer’s
door without opening it. Or they
leave it just inside the home. Or,
they have what’s called room of
choice, where it gets dropped in
the room of choice. And some do
offer full white glove deluxing and
assembly services. They still have
a problem with reverse logistics,
but in my opinion, inspection of
the product prior to delivery, even
if it needs to be re-boxed in the
original box, is a better option.
That’s because it reduces returns,
damages, credits, and exchanges.”

Amazon And Wayfair
Cory believes that there are new
delivery strategies on the horizon.
“Right now most of our industry is doing furniture delivery the
old-fashioned way,” he observes.
"Our products are being handled
by six or seven different companies. But a new model is going to
streamline the process to allow faster delivery and better visibility for
consumers. Even, more important,
it’s going to allow retailers of all
sizes to compete with the Amazons
and Wayfairs of this world.
"Change is being driven by companies like Sam’s Club, Wal-Mart,
Target, Wayfair, and Costco. They
are still going through growing
pains to provide consistent service
at the end of the delivery process,
with returns and exchanges. They
are at the very beginning stages."
It's given that most brick and

“ When something happens,
customers want somebody to fix or
replace it. That part of the supply chain
for internet retailers selling furniture is
still a big question mark. - Patrick Cory
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“Today it’s not enough for retailers to just buy the best products at the best price.
They need to choose partners who will be able to provide visibility." - Satish Natarajan
mortar retailers cannot stand still in
the face of aggressive competition
from these internet giants. Patrick
Cory believes that the number one
mistake brick and mortar retailers
make is to try to sell and deliver
product online using a brick &
mortar model. "The second biggest
mistake that companies make," he
tells us, "right now, is they try to
compete with Wayfair and Amazon
by trying to sell their products outside of their current trading areas.
They’re not ready for that yet. The
supply chain isn’t ready for that yet.
“Right now, there’s no reason for
regional retailers to sell everywhere
in the country. Why would a regional chain based in Florida want to
sell a $399 recliner in Chicago at
a loss to compete with Wayfair?
Why would they want to reach out
to a shopper who has never been
to one of their stores, who will likely
get poor delivery then go on Yelp

to complain about horrible service? Why would they want to sell
a $299 dinette in rural Illinois that
ends up being exchanged?”
He says, “What these regional players do need to do is to
have a robust internet presence so
that they can effectively sell online
inside of their current trading markets. They already have the inventory and infrastructure to sell and
service properly. They need to give
shoppers the ability to buy items
they may have seen in a retailer's
store, in an ad, or online, at their
convenience. These furniture retailers already have the supply chain,
the warehouse operation, inventory
and service infrastructure to handle
any problems.
“Retailers, right now, are running
scared, but they don’t have to.
They have a competitive advantage, which is local service. Local
retailers have the ability to tell cus-

tomers, even if they order online
and they never walk into the store,
that any problems with delivery can
be resolved quickly and efficiently. Online retailers do not have
that part of the customer service
equation figured out. So, brick
and mortar retailers should sell to
the fact that they have immediate
delivery. Sell to the fact that they
can provide service in the home,
and sell to the fact that they have
white glove services provided on a
local branded truck.

Next Issue
In the next issue of Furniture
World we will look at the future of
home furnishings delivery with a
discussion of commingled models,
smart trucks, robotics, augmented
reality and innovative pricing models for furniture delivery.

Free Weekly NewsMagazine From
Furniture World. Subscribe Today!
It’s easy. Just visit http://furninfo.com/Subscriptions
Keep up to date with the latest industry news, retail tips,
pre-market information and articles from the editors
at Furniture World Magazine. Renew or add a new
print subscription at the same time!
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DESIGN
Dimplex
The Noah Mantel features elegantly scrolled
pilasters and strong lines softened by carefully
placed curves carved into solid Pine. A spacious
cabinet allows the fireplace to perform doubleduty as a television console at an ideal height
for a master bedroom.
Contact information on page 136.

Legends
The Anthology Collection is a line of fashion forward
accents designed to create excitement and intrigue.
Priced to move and warehoused to flow.
Contact information on page 136.

Donco
The Cabana Loft in a Rustic Pearl finish is made of
solid Brazilian Pine wood. This fun, new design is
easy to assemble and versatile. The Cabana roof
top makes for a fun reading nook, a playhouse by
day, and a pleasant comfort zone for sleeping at
night.
Contact information on page 136.
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Arason
The Brussels style Cabinet bed comes in three finishes,
Ash (shown), white and charcoal gray. This queen-size
cabinet bed has a large drawer for storing bedding and
comes with a 6-inch mattress. Dimensions are W 64" x H
39.75" x D 23", opens to 81 inches.
Contact information on page 136.

Capel
The new Wilton machine woven Ankara
Collection comes in four traditional designs
(Kazak, Keshan, Medallion, Ushak) in three
color ways. Produced in Turkey of 100% polyester yarns, a 5’ x 8’ version of Ankara may
retail for $249.
Contact information on page 136.

Chromcraft
Pictured is one of six new sets in Chromcraft's ZIPSHI program of six tables and
chairs that are ready to ship in seven days.
Contact information on page 136.

Craftmaster
This generously scaled
sectional is from the Paula
Deen Home collection. It
features deep seating, loose
pillow backs and plenty of
toss pillows to mix and match
fabrics. Approximate retail is
$2,899.
Contact information on page 136.
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DESIGN
Bramble
The versatility of the Hamilton 4 Door Buffet comes from its sleek
minimalist design.
Contact information on page 136.

TOV
The Beatrix Green Velvet Side Chair dazzles as a dining chair
or accent piece. Available in green, gray or navy with fab gold
stainless steel legs and a matching handle on the back.
Contact information on page 136.

Furniture of America
Classy in black and white,
the Nazzareno set features
a jacquard pattern wrapped
around the sides and back.
Deep tufting with crystal acrylic
buttons, nail head trim, and
matching oversized pillows top
off this attractive piece.
Contact information on page 136.
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Feizy

Muniz

The Fiona Collection is a dramatic grouping
that interprets transitional designs in a bold
palette of contrasting neutrals. Power loomed
in viscose with a luminous sheen lends each
piece a modern edge. Erased patterns impart
a hint of vintage.
Contact information on page 136.

The Roma Side/Accent Table showcases four
classical hand carved column legs supporting an 18" diameter thick acrylic round top.
Height is 22”.
Contact information on page 136.

Lazarro
Modern, casual, and sophisticated, the
Cooper Collection is set atop a simple, yet
elegant solid birch base with ash veneer.
Smooth cushions and wide arms create a
comfortable environment.
Contact information on page 136.

Fashion Bed Group
The Palmer Bed headboard features
stylish wingback panels upholstered
in a neutral fabric echoed in the
footboard. An exposed wooden
side rail makes this bed a
distinctive centerpiece for any
master bedroom. Available
in queen, king, and California king.
Contact information on page 136.
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DESIGN
Himolla

The Africa recliner with 360°
rotation in a wide choice of
quality leather and colors. It is also
available in high gloss
polished chrome frame and
base, or powder coated anthracite.
Choice of two seat heights.
Contact information on page 136

Arthur W. Brown
The Gabriela is shown here in Shaker Style,
Wolf Gray. Available In Maple and Oak with
a choice of seven moldings, twelve standard
colors, dozens of standard size combinations,
custom dimensions and paint colors.
Contact information on page 136.

Crosley
This five piece game table set has a reversible dining
table surface that reveals a wood table or a felt-lined game
area perfect for poker and other games. The simple black
upholstered chairs and choice of finish compliment a
variety of home decors.
Contact information on page 136.

Elran
The Finn collection features modern,
contemporary styling with a flanged style
arm. Features include power recline and
power assisted headrest. The dual controls
have a USB port on the inside arm.
Contact information on page 136.
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Maxwood
The new “All In One” Loft is available with Ladder or staircase
option. Create many combinations by placing twin or full sized
beds, L-Shaped, underneath the twin upper Loft. Available with
choice of storage or study components to customize the perfect
loft. Solid hardwood construction.
Contact information on page 1360.

Tayse
The prismatic colors of this fashionable traditional
area rug with floral design, is enhanced with a distressed look, offering a classic pattern with a vintage
twist. Gray background with pink, purple, aqua, and
pale yellow.
Contact information on page 136.

Omnia
New power headrest recliners from Omnia can
be adjusted to contour to the entire body from
head to toe. Available in various styles, multiple
configurations, and an abundant choice of full and
top-grain leathers and fabrics.
Contact information on page 136.

Standard Furniture
The Nelson bed's timeless design
blends well with modern as well as
rustic casual styles. Constructed of
Pine solids and random Pine planks
in a Rustic Pine finish. Hardware is
finished in dark antique bronze.
Contact information on page 136.
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DESIGN
Kas Rugs

The Whisper collection of abstract pieces
of art for floors. Each pattern is uniquely
designed with unique color combinations that
create master pieces. Whisper is hand-tufted in
China with a fine English wool blend. The pile
height is 1/2".
Contact information on page 136.

Borkholder
The new, solid wood Simplicity Collection
updates Shaker style with a twist of mid-century
modern. Heirloom quality Amish craftsmanship
is evident in the use of exposed wood joinery
methods like contrasting Walnut bow-ties. Smaller
scale, highly functional and finished in a brown
maple tea stain, the server’s elongated base
features tapered Walnut legs.
Contact information on page 136.

Norwalk
The Parisian Sofa has a framed diamond-tufted back and distinctive track arms with a
squared front detail. It is part of the Company C for Norwalk Furniture collection.
Contact information on page 136.
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Null
Casual contemporary oak lift top cocktail table is part of the
seven piece 1014 collection combining modern elements with spill
and abrasion resistant laminate tops to provide style and rugged
durability. Oak solids and veneers are complemented by a
beautifully matched autumn oak finish.
Contact information on page 136.

Nourison
A dramatic design of crashing waves stirs the senses
and inspires the imagination when presented in
mysterious shades of marine, sea glass, ice and
ebony. This rug is tufted for texture and woven with
quietly gleaming threads.
Contact information on page 136.

Jaipur Home
Moe's
Reminiscent of a Mediterranean design, the Apollo
Mirror has an attractive frame in gray tones.
Contact information on page 136.

The Brockley Cabinet from the Urban
Composition Collection is made of
solid Mango wood with "antiqued"
copper finish metal panels.
Contact information on page 136.
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DESIGN
Surya
Sloane is made of sandblasted glass in
dusty, purple shades with modern fluted
base and neutral drum shade.
Contact information on page 136.

Classy Art
Turning Left Can be Right by Lars van de Goor is
a print under glass, double matted with 3” MDF
scratch resistant frame measuring 34x40.
Approximate retail is $99.95
Contact information on page 136.

Country View Woodworking
New "American Modern" dining collection features four new tables, chairs and buffets made solid Brown Maple,
available in many finishes. These clean modern looks are made to order in Millersburg, Ohio by Amish craftsman.
Contact information on page 136.
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RETAIL DECISION MAKING
How Slow & Fast Data, Business Intelligence & Artificial Intelligence are changing retail.
by Amitesh K Sinha

M

ost home
furnishings
retailers
desperately
need business
intelligence,
their path to
future success.

Business acumen has always
ruled the market, but where it was
a question of shrewdness and intuition before, it is now a scientific
field called Business Intelligence
that is using innovative technology
to replace guesses in predicting
and leveraging customer behavior.
Here is a look at the emerging tools and trends of Business
Intelligence, and how they may
serve the furnishing industry. This
may sound intimidating, but it isn’t,
especially if you have a person or
partner dedicated to creating, and
analyzing outputs that can help
you be just as smart as the larger
retailers, or even smarter than your
competition.

Fast & Big Data
In this technological age, we’re
used to thinking about data as
being fast and big. But there are
actually two different approaches
to utilizing data.
100

First, let’s look at the Fast Data
approach, with its emphasis on
handling data in motion: data that
is constantly flowing in from millions
of endpoints such as online statistics (Google analytics, etc.), stock
management software, in-store
customer flow analysis (Heat maps
that show where consumers flow
and congregate in your store),
point of sale software, and much
more. The input is then analyzed
and acted upon, often within milliseconds.
The Big Data approach relies on

“Fast and Big Data
work hand in hand
to optimize sales,
merchandising and
marketing.”
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Chart #1 Receiving KPI's
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the deep analysis of huge amounts
of data, mining it for connections,
repetitions, and trends, and helping to understand and even predict
client behavior.
Fast and Big Data work hand in
hand to optimize sales, merchandising and marketing. Fast Data’s
split-second decisions are based
on the reasoning and trends found
via Big Data analysis. And once it’s
processed and acted upon at the
front of business, Fast Data can
then be exported into longer-term
storage systems and processed as
Big Data.
The pursuit of Big Data in itself is
no longer sufficient, because without the acquisition and leveraging
of Fast Data, the patterns that
emerge out of deep learning algorithms become outdated before
they can be applied to the field. On
the other hand, Fast Data in itself
lacks the deeper insight accrued
via Big Data; without Big Data to
102

Trucks

The three charts in this
article are examples of
what a good BI application
does... not just to reflect
data but lay it out in
insightful ways that will help
managers solve problems
and advance strategic
causes.
Chart #1 at left measures
the productivity of a
warehouse receiving team,
highlighting the total number
of trucks on a daily basis
and how many pieces are
off loaded at the DC by
all the trucks combined.

Pc/Hr

support it, Fast Data might become
direction-less and as irregular as
human intuition.
The loop is one of infinite feedback and evolution: scan, act,
evaluate, improve the action, scan,
act, evaluate, and so on.

Business Intelligence
at the End-User Level
While BI systems are written by
Information technology (IT) people,
their end users are in fact people
just like you: executive members of
the retail world, Owners, Managers,
Marketers & Salespeople. This gap
between creators and users is one
of the top challenges of efficient,
cost-effective BI systems.
For example, IT people are
enamored with the ability to drill
down to any possible level of resolution. However, for a home furnishing manager, the ability to see

if a specific sales team is meeting
its daily objectives can be distractive and complicating rather than
helpful.
The challenge, then, is for the IT
team to fully understand the specifics of every level of management,
and the precise questions each
manager must answer in order to
perform his work. The more senior
the manager, the more global and

"The loop is one of infinite
feedback and evolution:
scan, act, evaluate,
improve the action, scan,
act, evaluate, and so on."
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“might
A consolidated
analysis
help you make the more profitable decision to create a promotion in which
you bundle your most popular product with your least popular furniture item."
advanced should be the view he
receives from the system, without
delving into the finer details. Other
members of the management team
may want more finite information that relates to individual sales
performance, merchandising and
more. The goal of a good BI application is not to reflect data. It is to
lay out this data in insightful ways
that will help managers solve problems and advance strategic causes. To that end, BI applications
must be as friendly and intuitive as
possible. Otherwise, they will raise
the resistance of their end users,
which might lead to ineffectual use
of the system or flat out rejection
of it.

Consolidation from
Multiple Data Sources
BI-savvy retailers may rely not
on one, but on several BI products
and applications. Consolidating
various input flows into a single,
insightful look of the company is
a real challenge, but also key in
providing higher value.
There are several factors to consider when consolidating BI data:
• Choosing a consolidation solution that will cause minimal loss
of data, while ensuring that the
aggregated data is searchable,
104

readable, actionable, and capable of providing insight.
• Creating a single unified, precise terminology across various
systems, so that each term has
a single definition and data collected under each term is in fact
compatible.
• Curating data and quality-assurance of the data before consolidating. Redundant or mis-configured data streams might
only complicate the system,
slow it down, and even cause
false-positive recognition of patterns that are not truly there.
• Database hierarchy and data
flow direction. It’s impossible
to use all BI products as the
aggregating entities; instead,
there must be a single aggregate solution at the top being
fed by the lower databases.
• Data formats must mesh seamlessly, otherwise data might be
truncated or corrupted in transfer.
• Security of data transfer
between the BI products.
• Automation of the consolidation
process for ongoing regular
workflow.
• Error handling at the aggregate
level and trickling down to the
other BI solutions.

Consolidating data, when done
correctly, will allow you to compare the three chairs in one system
with the two tables in another,
and come out with a dining room
instead of a logic error. The key
to a successful BI platform must
revolve around data being accumulated instantly and formatted
in an easy to read dashboard that
you can access hourly, daily, weekly, etc.

Quality over Quantity
The number of factors that can
be scanned, tracked, processed,
and stored in BI systems is near
infinite. In order to mine reason
and insight out of data, that data

"Quick-learning algorithms
are being routinely used
to optimize everything
from stock management
to staff positioning and
workload."
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YOUR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
must be of high quality: clear input
correctly measured across various
posts and without internal conflict.
If the data you are receiving is
of lower quality, its effects on the
analysis process can be destructive.
Otherwise, the noise that is created
and introduced into the system
might interrupt the recognition of
patterns or even cause false patterns to emerge where they are not
in fact there.

AI in basic forms has already
taken root in the realm of operational BI and decision management. Quick-learning algorithms
are being routinely used to optimize
everything from stock management
to staff positioning and workload.
As AI grows cleverer, the types of
problems it can solve grows more
complex and rich. Slowly it is crawling up the command chain toward
top-level BI decisions.

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
vs. Business Intelligence (BI)

Consolidation BI

AI attempts to automate the
decision making processes that BI
people usually do. Are the two
disciplines friends or foes, allies or
competitors?

Once you have segregated
expense data, purchasing data,
customer service data, financial
data or inventory data, this information can provide valuable insights
into different “singular” areas of
your business – but they are not

useful in isolation. They will provide you specific knowledge areas
of your business, but not in totality
because they don’t provide complete insight about every aspect
of your business. These elements
in your business are all interconnected. Therefore, to help your
decision-making skills, you need
to consolidate business intelligence
from multiple sources and present
it in a coherent way, preferably a
single dashboard where you can
quickly visualize critical elements
you need to address. Then you can
drill down further for more meaningful analysis and insights.

An Example
You know the furniture item that
sells most at your store... Thumbs

Chart #2- Pieces by Hour
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Chart #2 shows warehouse
prepping team performance,
tracking of the number of
chairs, tables and beds per hour
per employee prepped.
Charts such as Chart #2 along
with charts #1 & #3 in this article can be used to follow performance for individuals and teams
in isolation. When they are combined with additional metrics,
business owners can perform
"What-If Analysis" such as: What
if it was known what and how
many pieces were coming into
the warehouse for receiving?
What if prep teams knew exactly
what was being prepped, and
the pickers picked just confirmed
deliveries? What if it was known
in advance how many pieces
were cross dock v/s next day
deliveries and putaways?
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Chart #3 shows the picking
performance ratios for a retail
picking team.

Chart #3: Warehouse Performance
60 ------------------------------------------------------------------Standard 8 Pc/Hr

50 ------------------------------------------------------------------40 ------------------------------------------------------------------30 ------------------------------------------------------------------20 ------------------------------------------------------------------10 ------------------------------------------------------------------0 ------------------------------------------------------------------Pick 1
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up!
You know the furniture item that
is the least popular among your
customers... Thumbs up again!
Analysis in isolation will lead you
to decide to continue promoting
furniture items that generates the
most revenue while moving the
other to the warehouse or clearance – Thumbs down!
A consolidated analysis, however might help you make the more
profitable decision to create a promotion in which you bundle your
most popular product with your
least popular furniture item.

Hidden Costs & Opportunities
Let’s look at another example.
You have a furniture retailing
chain and you have a supreme
belief on your suppliers who provide you furniture at the best possible price. After all what else does
a furniture retailer want? A perfect
example of, buying low and selling
high.
That is until you decide to have
a closer analysis, and you come
across hidden costs like:
108

Pick 5

Pick 5

• Delays in shipments
• Excessive labor costs of removing the packaging.
• High cost incurred in moving the
item between different distribution centers that in turn invite the
risk of damages.
• Problems with prepping and
Loading the wrong pieces of furniture a day before delivery
• Routing the wrong furniture and
then have more hands on the
merchandise to move it from the
delivery bay to layaways or back
to the racks.
The proper use of data makes
you smart and more profitable,
ignoring its uses and the assets you
can derive from it, makes you vulnerable and less profitable.
About Amitesh Sinha: Amitesh
Sinha is a technology consultant
based in North America. With over
20 years of experience developing
and deploying solutions for retail,
Sinha has gained a reputation for
home furnishing software solutions,
furniture software, POS furniture
software, and re-engineering of

software with extended features.
His company, iConnect offers business technology solutions that integrate with most P.O.S. systems
to make them more efficient and
user-friendly.
For more information about this
article or any retail technology
question contact Amitesh at 703471-3964, amitesh@iconnectgroup.com or www.iconnectgroup.
com.

“Consolidating data,
will allow you to
compare the three
chairs in one system
with the two tables in
the other, and come
out with a dining
room instead of a
logic error.”
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R

PARK HOME

etailer
combines
and
renovates
stores, plus adds
categories while
continuing to
provide seamless
customer service.

110

by Janet Holt-Johnstone

It was 1940. The atmosphere in the
historic Juanita section of Altoona,
Pennsylvania, must already have
been sizzling with diverse visions of
the future when Luther Park bought
a building constructed back in the
late 1800’s to house his brand new
home furnishings enterprise. At the
bustling heart of what had been the
most venerable and vibrant steam
locomotive repair and construction
shop in the world, owned by the
Pennsylvania Railroad, the structure
had been utilized, amongst other
purposes, as a train crew rest facility.
Luther’s store was in the right place
at the right time to prosper, fed as
it was by the needs of thousands of
PRR (“Pennsy”) workers.
World War II erupted a year
later, and the growth of both Park
Home and the community continued unabated through the next
two decades. But in 1970 change
came when new energy arrived on
the scene. A young John Muccitelli
kicked off his retail career as a delivery helper, keeping his eyes, ears
and options wide open to the sights
and sounds of the furniture industry.
Eight years later John and his family bought into Luther’s dream. And
realizing the value of the years of
integrity and respect generated by

the previous owners, the Muccitellis
made the decision to perpetuate the
Park name.
Twenty years later, still full steam
ahead, they “saw a good opportunity in the electronics business,” and
entered the 21st century in prophetic
expansion mode. John’s two sons,
Matt and Travis, after college, had
joined him in the family enterprise.
They bought a small car audio
based business. Said Matt, “We
started out as a car stereo shop that
dabbled in TV and home theater.
Within a few years, the flat screen
TV revolution really changed that,
and we became much more focused
on the TV and home theater side of
the business. At this point (2017) we

“We already do a
lot of work in new
construction, from
smart home installations
to appliances.”
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New Look in LED Lighting!
• Looks like a Halogen PAR
• 20% less expensive
• Showroom quality LED

GREAT
PRICING

• 50,000-hour LED lifetime
• A fraction of the energy usage
• Lowers maintenance costs

ON THE NEWEST
COST SAVING

LEDs

Call 800-222-5267

• Available in 2700, 3000,
4000 & 5000 color temp.

Pictured is the Philips Professional
Glass PAR LED. Also ask about the
new Instantfit LED Flourescent
for existing T8 fixtures.

Philips Professional glass
PAR LED lamps provide the
familiar look and feel of
all traditional halogen PAR
lamps!

Service Lamp Corp.
5 More Great Cost Saving Ideas From Service Lamp!
#1
Replace
halogen lighting
with LED

#2
Replace
outdated fixtures
with LED

#3
Replace
T8 bulbs
with LED

#4
Replace
exit signs
with LED

#5
Replace
inefficient LED
with Philips

800-222-LAMP (5267) • www.servicelamp.com
Your Complete Lighting Source
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no longer do car stereo at all, but
we do a lot of business in the Home
A/V category. Everything from TVs
to dedicated home theater rooms to
smart home automation systems.”
But back in that first decade of
the Millennium, home audio was
gathering momentum, became a
new horizon, and the trio quickly
grew into a location at Greenwood.
“Park Audio” was a 12,000 square
foot store that housed expanded car
audio, home theatre, home security
and appliances, with the furniture
store still growing in Altoona.
New stores in Huntingdon in
2002 and, in 2005, Orbisonia,
called for more logistic support. So
the Muccitellis established the Park
Home Distribution Center in Tyrone
Township in 2012. It’s the fulcrum of the enterprise with accounting, purchasing, warehousing and
delivery contained under one roof
with the addition of Park Security

and Installations, Inc.’s specialized
group of service and installation
technicians. It’s the hub of customers’ furniture and appliance needs
all over Central Pennsylvania.
And, you guessed it, all this activity created the necessity for yet
more space! The family began talks
with international designer Martin
Roberts in the fall of 2014 and,
said Matt, “He flew in to meet with
us in January 2015. Martin had
been highly recommended by a few
friends and business associates. It
was amazing how he was able to
bring our vision to life! When we
met with him, he brought his trace
paper and started drawing as we
discussed what we were envisioning.
Within a very short period of time,
he had the rough sketch of what
eventually became our new store. I
think the design of the outside of the
building came out better than any
of us had even anticipated!”

“Currently the Park Furniture building is on three different
levels and when the Park Audio build-out is complete,
everything will be on one level.”
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The Muccitelli’s vision for Park
Home? “To offer an unparalleled
shopping experience where our
guests can find everything they need
to improve their quality of living at
home.”
Martin’s analysis defined the challenge as construction commenced.
“Park Stores, a family owned
chain including Park Furniture &
Appliances and Park Audio Plus,
planned to combine its two Altoonaarea stores under one roof with
our help.” The ground-breaking
to expand the existing Park Audio
store was set for January 2016.
Travis Muccitelli, Park Audio
owner, added his input. “The new
store will offer a unique product
mix, custom home theater environments as well as smart home automation systems, appliances, mattresses and furniture. We’ve always
wanted to be under one roof and
we’re excited about the prospect of

Rendering of Park Home
Furniture building. The
renovation will add large
bays alongside the existing
building to accommodate
new and expanded
product categories like
upholstery.
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In order to be able to consolidate our aging
Park Furniture location under the same roof,
a 27,000 square foot addition was added.

combining the stores. Currently the
Park Furniture building is on three
different levels and when the Park
Audio build-out is complete, everything will be on one level. That will
improve the customer experience
and make it easier for our salespeople to work.
“The expansion will also enable
us to implement a unique merchandising plan with an array of
products that include a number of
exclusives in our market such as
better appliances like Sub Zero and
Wolf. We already do a lot of work
in new construction, from smart
home installations to appliances.
Now we will be able to furnish
those homes as well.”
Said Martin, “Park Audio had an
existing building, about 12,000
114

square feet in size, where they
had been selling everything audio
from entertainment rooms to cars.
Nowadays, consumers are not
changing their existing car audio
systems as often because most new
cars come well equipped with specialized audio. Therefore, Park will
no longer be carrying car products.
Park Audio added appliances four
years ago and mattresses three
years ago. When the new addition
is complete, the store will be a total
of 37,000 square feet.
“Our design team was confronted with the objective of making as
little modification as possible to
the existing Park Audio building.
The solution was to add large bays
alongside the existing building to
accommodate new and expanded

product categories like upholstery.
“After construction is complete,
Park will have one store in the

“This project was
challenging because
it was partly new
construction and partly
remodel, and we had
to stay operational
throughout.”
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“Our
knowledge
on the products we carry sets us high above the competition.
We are authorized dealers of many top brands.”
Altoona market with all product categories under one roof,
plus the Park Furniture and
Appliance store in Huntingdon,
Pennsylvania.”
Matt provided more detail. “This
project was challenging because
it was partly new construction
and partly remodel, and we had
to stay operational throughout.
We had a 12,000 square foot
store that was built in 2005 and
housed the Park Audio Video
business. In order to be able
to consolidate our aging Park
Furniture location under the same
roof, we added a 27,000 square
foot addition onto this property.
Construction started in January,

2016. The builder went ahead
and built the new 27,000 square
foot addition while we continued
to operate Park Audio Video out
of the 12,000 square foot side.
“Then, in July 2016, we began
our store closing sale at the old
Park Furniture location which ran
through the end of September.
The first two weeks of October
were crazy! We were receiving
truckloads of furniture and mattresses while moving all of our
electronics and appliances from
the Park Audio side to the new
addition side. At the same time,
we were holding trainings for
our new sales staff. On October
13th, we officially opened the new

27,000 square foot addition and
began demolition of the section
of the store that used to be Park
Audio Video. In order to minimize interruption, the contractors
erected a temporary plywood wall
between the two sections. Finally,
on December 23rd, the major
construction was complete, and
we held the first day of our official
Grand Opening of Park Home on
December 26th, 2016. And, so
far, in terms of traffic counts and
sales volume, we have exceeded
expectations and goals!”
In the midst of such well-organized chaos, Park Homes’ team
has consistently risen to the challenge. Matt voiced his apprecia-

Pictured is the store exterior before
and during construction, plus Travis,
John and Matt.
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tion. “Scott Cessna is our CFO. He
has been with us for about eight
years. He was an integral part in
bringing this project to fruition.
“Mark Bainey is the Operations
Manager for our Electronics and

Smart Home Stats
The future of the “smart home”
market in North America?
From Transparency Market
Research: Evaluated in 2013,
the market had a value of 4.4
billion U.S. By 2020, that value
should rise to 21 billion U.S.
And worldwide, 20.38 billion in
2014 to 58.58 billion in 2020.

118

Security installation department. He
has been with us over 15 years.
He did an outstanding job putting
together the electronics systems
(security, sound, access control,
home theater rooms and networking) and overseeing the installation.
“Jamie Moyer is our general sales
manager. She just started with us in
July, but has had years of management experience at Victoria’s Secret
and Hobby Lobby. She has done
an incredible job of assembling
and training our staff.
“Kathy Gates is our visual merchandising manager. She has only
been with us since August, but had
10 years of furniture industry experience prior. We can’t say enough
about the job she’s done to get the
store and the displays looking as

good as they do!”
The Muccitellis recruit staff,

“The new store will
offer a unique
product mix including
custom home theater
environments as
well as smart home
automation systems,
appliances, mattresses
and furniture.”
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Pictured is Park Home’s original Altoona store, opened
in 1940 and closed in 2016 when the new store was
constructed, a 27,000 square foot expansion of the
existing Park Audio store, now a total of 37,000 square
feet.

“Mostly by word of mouth and recommendations from other employees.”
Park Home sales staff are paid
“Base salary plus commission. We
offer medical benefits, 401K with
company match, paid time off.
And we also have various monthly
contests which allow staff to earn
additional bonuses.
“Some of our furniture sales
staff are also designers. We offer
in-home consultations to our customers for design and layout of
furniture as well as design of home

theaters and home automation systems. And our own technicians
provide installation in customers’
new home constructions or existing
homes.
“We plan to offer customer design
workshops/seminars in-store. And
we have live kitchens in our appliance department, a great opportunity to host traffic-increasing cooking events and demonstrations!
“Many of our suppliers’ reps are
willing to chip in with in-store activities and sales training.”
Park Homes’ approach to cus-

“Park Home sales staff
are paid base salary
plus commission.
We offer medical
benefits, 401K with
company match, paid
time off.”
tomer service is all-inclusive.
“Everyone in the company is
focused on customer service! The
sales team handles customer service up to and directly after the sale
or delivery. After that, we have a
customer service team dedicated to
handling all service issues.
“We offer delivery on all our
products.”
Of course Park Home is “environmentally concerned”. Matt
assures us that “Every light in our
new store is LED!”
Favorite media? “We mainly use
TV, direct mail and digital. Knorr
Marketing handles our marketing
outreach. And they also created our

120
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PARK HOME
"Staff is encouraged to be involved
in local events, organizations and
charities, sometimes on company
time."
Above: Park Stores has fielded a team in
the George B. Kelley Amateur Baseball
Federation since 1974.

website with our input. Managing it
is a joint effort.
“We haven’t begun the e-commerce project on our website yet,
but we plan to in the near future.”
The Muccitellis attend both the
High Point and the Las Vegas
Furniture Markets. “We also go
to CEDIA Expo for our electronics
department and we attend several
different buying group meetings for
our appliance department.
“Our knowledge on the products
we carry sets us high above the
competition. We are authorized
dealers of many top brands. We
carry all major appliances such
as Whirlpool, Frigidaire and Sub

Zero. We also carry a full line of
mattresses from names like Sealy,
Stearns and Foster and TempurPedic. Our furniture brands include
many industry leaders such as
Ashley, England, Franklin, Flexsteel
and Vaughn Basset, just to name
a few.”
Recently inducted into the Blair
County Chamber of Commerce
Business Hall of Fame, Park Stores
(Park Furniture & Appliances and
Park Audio Plus) is an owner/
member of the Appliance Dealers
Cooperative, a buying group based
in central New Jersey which offers
purchasing power and warehousing capabilities to better serve its
customers.
The Muccitelli’s community outreach is wide-reaching and eclectic! All three, John, Travis and Matt,

FREE PODCAST FROM ASFD

love baseball both as players and
spectators. Park Stores has fielded
a team in the George B. Kelley
Amateur Baseball Federation since
1974, with the enthusiastic participation of hundreds of young
athletes. It is currently the second
oldest team sponsor in that league.
Staff is encouraged to be involved
in local events, organizations and
charities, sometimes “on company
time”. They’ve been active in and
members of the Boards of Directors
of AMTRAN, the Blair County
Historical Society, the Booker
T. Washington Revitalization
Corporation, the Blair County
Chamber of Commerce and the
Blair County Builders Association.
“The future is bright, and we look
forward to expanding into other
markets,” said Matt.

The Design and Home Furnishings Podcast
where we talk with the real game-changers,
industry innovators, and lifetime legends of the
Home Furnishings industry.
It's FREE. Just visit the iTunes store (or YouTube
for the video version) and search for "Design
Between The Lines".

Created and presented by the American
Society of Furniture Designers (ASFD).
122
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“So easy to use, it’s brainless!”

Best Furniture Point of Sale Software

Everything!

Mini Scanner

Your Store Needs To Run Flawlessly

Dymo Printer
Voice Commands
POS Scanner
Cash Drawer
EMV Credit Card Processing
Mac &
Windows
Versions
POS Printer

Replaces EDI PO’s
Product Availability
Shipping Information
Much more

Use Your iPad
With CDS Software
Scanner

Don’t Compromise. This Full Featured
System Features All The Best Bells & Whistles
• Point of Sale, Order Entry.
• Automatic Inventory Reduction.
• Automatic Purchase Orders.
• Special Orders / Lay-A-Ways.
• Customer Service Module.
• Email Blaster & Mailing List.
• Credit Card Processing.
• In House Financing Module.
• Ashley Integration Partner.

• Web Site Development.
• Sell From Your Own Website.
See Us In Las Vegas
• QuickBooks Integration.
Retail Resource Center
• Auto Bar Coding & Tags.
Building B1050
• Real Time Multi-Store Integration
• Automatic Delivery Routes & Mapping
• Integrated Accounting
• Ipad Remote Integration
• Much, Much More!

Ask About Our In House Financing Module!

991

Since 1

Love Your POS Software!
Call 800.884.0806 - Free Demo
We love AMS & Easy Chair Customers!

Complete Furniture Software Package

1731 Treyborne Circle, Commerce, MI 48390
www.CustomDesignSoftware.net • Jerryk@CustomDesignSoftware.net
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DISNEY EFFECT

T

he thing I
love, love,
love about
Disney is just
how skillful and
intentional Disney
is at extracting
maximum
revenues from
their guests.

124

by Jeff Giagnocavo

Anybody who considers themselves a life-long student of marketing has to experience Disney
first-hand in order to see everything they do to help you part with
your money while (usually) smiling.
Disney is bold (and relentless)
when it comes to pricing and asking for the sale and therein lies the
gold for you. Here are a few ideas
I’ve noted over the years while at
the parks and are instructive to
all mattress & furniture retailers
who want to create an exceptional
experience for their prospects and
customers.

Make It About the
Experience - Not Price
Does anybody do it better than
Disney? Doubtful. Disney wraps
everything they do with a “unique
experience” and it’s a fundamental part of the Disney magic. It’s
how they charge almost $40.00
for a simple breakfast buffet that
includes random Disney character
visits during your meal. By making
it a memorable experience for the

kids, the parents open up their
wallets.
Action item: How can you improve
your customer or prospect mattress
& furniture buying experience and
make it so unique and memorable
that price becomes a secondary
(or even non-existent) concern?

Make It Fun to Do Business
Even the grumpiest tight-wad

“Moving away from
price and product
focused promotion to
an information first
marketing focus and
exceptional in store
experience will create
price elasticity.”
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“What
Can
You
Do
to turn the emotions of buying a mattress
or piece of furniture from 'Ugh,
I just need to get this done.'
into “I can’t wait to get it home!”
will manage a smile at Disney. A
huge part of the Disney experience
is about the fun memories they
create for families and generation
after generation of visitors attest it
is indeed “The Happiest Place On
Earth.”
Action item: Is there something
special you can do for prospects
and customers to make them
happy? What can you do to turn

Subscribe!
Six powerful issues.

In-depth articles help boost sales,
cut costs and identify opportunities.

Subscribe at www.furninfo.com

the emotions of buying a mattress
or piece of furniture from “Ugh, I
just need to get this done.” into “I
can’t wait to get it home, I’ve been
wanting this forever and now I have
it!” Remember, it doesn’t have to
be something expensive or complex and often times the simpler
the better!

Create Captive Audiences
Disney has done a tremendous
job at keeping guests in the Disney
bubble during their entire visit. For
example, we stayed at a Disney
resort, took Disney buses and
monorails, ate at Disney restaurants, shopped at Disney stores,
and during this time, we were
exposed to many marketing messages and opportunities to buy.
Action item: Can you do something similar in your store so when
customers enter your world, you’ve
captured their attention and focus
and maintain that focus on your
brand and not your vendor's brand?
Remember they can shop a name
brand everywhere, it’s far harder to

128

shop the experience they can have
with you.

Offer Many More
Ways to Spend Money
A Disney sales experience starts
when you book your trip and does
not end until you return home.
In between, you’re presented with
many different opportunities to
spend money. Disney is not timid
when it comes to frequency and
pricing. It’s truly a spectacle to
behold, but because they do such

“Take time to look at
your sales opportunities
and see if you can
create new ones with the
products and services
you currently have.”
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“Half the
Population of
the United States
Can Drive to Louisville on One Tank of Gas”
EASY TO GO
• Inviting city
• All under one roof
• First class accommodations
• Great Food
• Central Location
• Next to airport

THIS
MAKES
SENSE

EASY TO SHOW
• Short, two-day show
• Free move-in & move-out
• Consider-it-done staff
• Fills a void in a dense market area
• Opportunity for New Business
• Sign up now! Space is Limited

Race to Experience the 2nd Annual Louisville Furniture Show!

Experience
Kentucky’s
Churchill
Downs

Thursday
Night Only
Live Races
Tours

Web Site: louisvillefurnituremarket.com • E-Mail: louisvillefurnituremarket@gmail.com
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DISNEY EFFECT

a great job at creating a special experience, nobody seems to
notice.
Action item: Neglecting to give
customers more ways to buy
throughout the furniture and mattress buying experience is one of
the most overlooked opportunities
for retailers and one where most
leave money on the table. Take
time to look at your sales opportu-

"What unique offers
can you make to certain
segments of your
prospect and customer
list?"

130

nities and see if you can create new
ones with the products and services
you currently have. Are you capitalizing on every single moment your
leads, prospects and customers
can have with you and are you the
one in control of that conversation
at all times?

Offer Upsells
Once you’ve decided to buy
something at Disney, they often
don’t stop there and instead offer
you some type of upsell to enhance
your purchase. One example of
this is when we booked a dinner at
a Disney restaurant in Hollywood
Studios and for a few dollars more,
they offered us a VIP ticket to
the Fantasmic show. Mind you,
the show is free to all guests, yet
by offering “VIP seating” at the

show, they are extracting additional
money for those who want choice
seating.
Action item: Many of the retailers I consult with can be lazy,
timid or ignorant of the incremental power and profitability of
upsells. Moving away from price
and product focused promotion to
an information first marketing focus
and exceptional in store experience
will create price elasticity and allow
you to better present full package
solutions and increase your sales
tickets.

Have Upscale Opportunities
All smart marketers know that
somewhere between 5 – 20% of a
buying audience will always take
the higher price/upscale offer. If

FURNITURE WORLD March/ April 2017
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“All
smart
marketers
know that somewhere between 5 – 20% of a buying
audience will always take the higher price/upscale offer.”
you’re not offering some type
of upscale product or service
opportunity in your marketing
mix, you’re leaving money on the
table. Disney has budget-minded
resorts and luxury resorts. They
have fast-food style restaurants
and high-end gourmet eateries.
One of their most unique upscale
offers is their VIP Tours, which
offers you a guide and special
benefits (like short-cutting the
lines) during your visit. At up to
$380/hour (with a six-hour minimum), there is no better example
of this type of exclusive offer.

stores offer previously hidden rain
ponchos to keep guests dry. Not
for free – by any stretch – and I
have it from a good source these
are one of the most profitable
items Disney sells.

Action item: This one is easy
and mandatory. Smart consumers
today are informed and aware of
product offerings and their benefits. What other products and customer opportunities can you tap
into that will allow your customers
to experience and purchase these
products from you?

Create Special Offers
for Certain Segments

Be Mindful of Needs
Orlando is typically a sunny
warm place, but when it rains,
it rains. Imagine spending thousands of dollars on a Disney
vacation and then it rains while
you’re visiting the parks. Literally
within seconds of the clouds
opening up, Disney vendors and
132

Action item: Are you paying
attention to what your customers want and need on a regular
basis? Have you surveyed them
recently? Are asking enough
questions when the prospect is
in front of you or are you more
focused on telling your story?

I only saw one example of this
from Disney, but I am sure there
are many others I missed. Disney
is smart and makes a special
offer to Florida residents to save
a substantial amount of money by
offering a specially-priced three
day ticket to Disney. I am sure
they have other specials that are
only offered to certain segments
of their database. This is an
important strategy all business
owners should consider in their
marketing and sales efforts.
Action item: What unique offers
can you make to certain segments of your prospect and cus-

tomer list? This is a big one, I see
far too many pieces of marketing
with one offer and one focus –
buy a mattress or furniture set at
a discounted price. Few if any
are marketing offers to customers
that are in different phases of the
purchasing cycle. Leads need to
be sold on getting more from
you. Prospects need to be sold
on why it’s time to buy from you,
now. Customers need to be sold
on why their choice was a good
one and why they should review
your store and refer their friends
and family to you.
Being intentional with your
marketing and sales efforts is
just plain smart and is worthy of
your time and thoughtful consideration. I hope I’ve gotten you
to pause for a few minutes and
consider your own business.
About Jeff Giagnocavo: Jeff
Giagnocavo is co-owner of
Gardner’s Mattress & More and
the co-creator of Mattress Retailer
Weekly. Mattress Retailer Weekly
is shared with subscribers every
week so retailers can get a supply of customer acquisition ideas,
stay ahead of the competition
and increase sales tickets. Get
your FREE subscription by visiting
www.MattressRetailerWeekly.com
or text MRW to 484-303-4300.
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Moes

604-688-0633

moejr@moeshome.com

Capel Rugs

800-382-6574

CCapel@capel.net

91

Muniz

800-525-1580

munizplastics@yahoo.com

75

Chromcraft

909-930-9891

rhalsten@hotmail.com

91

Myriad Software

800-676-4243

sales@myriadsoftware.com
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CIFF

+86-20-89128026

ciff@fairwindow.com.cn

City of Hope

800-272-2310

www.cityofhope.org

Classy Art

800-372-8007

Gabe@classyart.net

Cory Home Delivery

201-795-1000

patrickcory@corycompanies.com

Country View Woodworking 330-674-1390
Craftmaster

828-632-9786
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Nationwide Furniture

336-7224681

www.nationwidegroup.org
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Norwalk

419-744-3285

sbuckingham@norwalkfurniture.com

35

131

Nourison

201-368-6900

Giovanni.Marra@nourison.com

21

77

Nouveau Concept

800-465-0716

info@nouveauconcept.com

67

rmiller@cvwltd.com

98

Null

888-995-0260

nsadowski@nullfurniture.com

29

info@cmfurniture.com

17

Omnia Leather

909-393-4400

anthony@omnialeather.com

4-5

502-736-9937

bhoward@crosleybrands.com

94

PFP

800-472-5242

tom@PFPnow.com

33

Custom Design Software

800-884-0806

jerryk@customdesignsoftware.net

123

PROFITsystems

866-325-0015

info@profitsystems.com

Day & Night

360-573-3309

mike@nightanddayfurniture.com

69

PureCare

800-758-8563

sbergman07@gmail.com
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Diakon

877-700-4297

rdavis@diakonlogistics.com

81

Schneider

800-558-6767

Schneider.com/FirsttoFinal

79

Dimplex

519-667-7026 marketingonline@dimplex.com

99

Sears Hometown Store

847-286-1863

www.OwnASearsStore.com

103

Donco Trading Company

800-934-3881

don@doncotradingco.com

65

Service Lamp

800-222-5267

jeana@servicelamp.com

111

Elran

800-361-6546

erica@elran.com

Slit Tags

877-235-3095

sales@furninfo.com

Fashion Bed Group

800-876-2641

http://fashionbedgroup.com/contact.asp Cov 1, 13

Standard Furniture

877-788-1899

richard.louise@sfmco.com

Feizy Rugs

214-747-6000

lfeizy@feizy.com" kholman@feizy.com

31

STORIS

888-478-6747

sales@storis.com

15

Furniture Of America

866-923-8500

rockyy.ca@foagroup.com

41

Surya

706-625-4823

info@surya.com

1, 6-7

133

SFC

919-967-1137

sustainablefurniturecouncil@yahoo.com

Tayse Rugs

770-769-4215

laila@tayse.com

TD Retail Card Services

866-729-7072 ext 3603 TDRCS.com/furnitureworld

Tidewater Finance

866-785-0235

tcsmarketing@twcs.com

101

Furniture Training Company 866-755-5996

115

105

mikep@furnituretrainingcompany.com
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Furniture Wizard

619-869-7200

marty@furniturewizard.com

Genesis Software

509-536-4739

crystal@ @genesisadvantage.com

High Point Market

336-884-1884

imcenters.com/highpointmarket

Himolla

www.himolla.com

info@eurolinklp.com

51

Tivoli Furniture

336-833-3496

lisovskaalla07@gmail.com

109

HPMA

336-869-1000

www.highpointmarket.org

71

TOV

516-345-1243

bruce@tovfurniture.com

100

IRG

860-651-4447

mbannon@irgrug.com

55

TruckSkin

877-866-7546

joe@truckskin.com

83

Isuzu

866-441-9638

www.izuzucv.com
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UltraSales

303-530-5366

lmullins@ultrasales.com
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